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June 15, 2000 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- SENATE

Mr. GORTON. In one minor respect, from an actual rulemaking. That is my
the senior Senator from Michigan is in interpretation of the discussions in
error. My own handwritten first draft which I at least took part.
said "proposed." I simply acceded to
the recommendation of the Senator
from Michigan that we use the word UNANIMOUS CONSENT
.'recommend.' AGREEMENT

Clearly, what we are speaking about Mr. REID. Mr. President, I have a
is the promulgation of a rule. and noth- statement on behalf of the majority
ing can be promulgated by the Depart- leader.
ment of Transportation without ap- I ask unanimous consent that imme-
proal of ajoirt resolution of Congress. diately following the disposition of the
So whether it recommends or proposes, motion to instruct the conferees, the
they are going to have to come here be- Senate turn to the e-signatures con-
fore any rule takes place. ference report under the previous con-

In connection with my earlier an- sent.
ster, all of these bars are off in a year. I further ask consent that when the
We will be right back here next year. I Senate resurnes the DOD authorization
hope maybe not debating the same bill at 3 p.m. on Monday, it be consid-
issue. I hope we may have been able to ered under the following terms:
reach a conclusion on it. That the pending B. Smith amend-

Finally, the point of all these words, ment and the Warner amendment be
what we are now doing is instructing laid aside and Senator KENNEDY be ret-
our conferees to a conference with the ognized to offer his amendment regard-
House of Representatives, and it is the ing hate crimes, and immediately fol-
words and the requirement that come lowing that offering, the amendment
out of that conference committee, of be laid aside and Senator HATCH or his
course, that will govern actual future designee be recognized to offer his hate
action, crimes amendment.

My intention as a member of that I further ask that the two amend-
conference committee, and perhaps the ments be debated concurrently and
only one in thia colloquy who is a that no amendments be in order to ci-
member of that conference committee, ther amendment prior to the votes in
will be to see to it that we have a very relation thereto and that the vote
thorough study of this subject. I hope, occur in relation to the Hatch amend-
like my colleagues from Michigan, that ment to be followed by the Kennedy
it will recommend stronger corporate amendment following the vote in rela-
average fuel economy standards, but I tlon to the Murray amendment on
am willing to listen to the experts in Tuesday.
that connection. If it does, I will sup- I also ask that at 9:30 a.m. on Tues-
port them in this body, but if some- day, Senator DODD be recognized to
thing else happens, we will be debating offer his amendment relative to a Cuba
this issue again next year. The law commission and there be 120 minutes
that applies to corporate average fuel equally divided on the amendment
economy standards today will apply prior to a motion to table and no
when this fiscal year is over once amendments be in order prior to the
again. and the same kind of rule- vote, with the vote occurring in a
making will take place then. stacked sequence following the two

I hope I have not spoken too long on votes ordered regarding hate crimes.
this subject, but I think we ought to I further ask consent that at 11:30
get on with it now and do the job that a.m. on Tuesday, the Dodd amendment
needs to be done. be laid aside and Senator MoRRAY be

Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President. I wish recogniaed to offer her amendment rel-
to indicate I was actually speaking on ative to abortions and there be a time
the floor at the time that the initial limit of 2 hours under the same terms
exchange of documents took place, but as outlined above with the vote occur-
from the point at which I concluded my ring at 3:15 p.m. on Tuesday.
remarks and began discussing this I further ask consent that the Senate
issue with the Senator from Michigan stand in recess between the hours of
and the Senator from Washington, it 12:30 p.m. and 2:15 p.m. on Tuesday in
was certainly my understanding that order for the weekly party conferences
the intention, and certainly our side's to meet.
intention, in urging the word "rec- I also ask that there be 4 minutes of
ommend" be employed was to make debate prior to each vote in the voting
precisely the distinction which my col- sequence on Tuesday and no further
league from Michigan just Indicated, amendments be in order prior to the
Certainly there was an important ele- 3:15 p.m. votes.
ment to that change from my point of I finally ask consent that the Senate
view, as I know there was from his. proceed to S. 2522, the foreign oper-

I am hopeful as the process moves ations appropriations bill following the
forward that it will do so in the con- disposition of the above mentioned
structive way we have outlined. We amendments and any amendments
ought to make clear a rulemaking pro- thereto and no call for the regular
cedure is where "a proposed set of order serve to displace this bill, except
rules" would be the term of art used, one made by the majority leader or mi-
For a study, which is what we intended nority leader.
here-a recommendation is different The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
from the proposal that might stem objection, it is so ordered.

S5215
ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN

GLOBAL AND NATIONAL COM-
MERCE ACT-CONFERENCE RE-
PORT
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the conference re-
port will be stated.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The commiee of confrenta 00 the dis-
agreeing eates of the two Houses on the
amendments of the House to the bill IS. 761),
to regulate interstate commerce by elec-
cram eeans by permitting and encouraging
the continued expansion of electmic com-
mee cliroagh the operation of free market
frcs. nd for other purposes, haring met.
after fbll aad free conference, have agreed
that to rerommend and d, recommend to
their respectie Heses this report, signed by
a majority of the coofer,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will proceed to the consideration of
the conference report.

(The conference report is printed in
the House proceedings at pages H4115-
IS of the RECORD of June 8. 2000.)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Arizona.

Mr. MrCAIN. Mr. President, I yield 2
minutes to the Senator from Massa-
chusetts.

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I prom-
ised I would not go in front of Senator
WYDEN.

I yield to the Senator from Oregon.
Mr. MCCAIN. How long does the Sen-

ator from Oregon need?
Mr. WYDEN. I was contemplating

speaking about 5 minutes. But, again. I
do not want to inconvenience my col-
leagues.

Mr. McCAIN. I yield 5 minutes to the
Senator from Oregon. followed by 2
minutes to the Senator from Massa-
chusetts, and then those of us on the
beleaguered majority will have our say.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Oregon.

Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, the con-
ference agreement on digital signa-
tures that is going to be overwhelm-
ingly approved tomorrow morning may
be the big sleeper of this Congress, but
it certainly was not the "big easy."

The fact of the matter is, when we
started on this in March of 1999, Sen-
ator ABRAHAM and I envisioned a fairly
simple interim bill. We were looking at
electronic signatures to make sure
that in the online world, when you sent
an electronic signature, it would carry
the same legal weight as a "John Han-
cock" in the offline world.

But as we prepared-after this passed
the Commerce Committee-to move
forward with a pretty Innocuous bill,
the financial services and insurance In-
dustries came to us with what we
thought was a very Important and
thoughtful concept; and that was to
revolutionize e-commerce, to go be-
yond establishing the legal validity of
e-signatures to Include electronic
records, keeping important records
electronically. We were told by indus-
try-and correctly so-that this would
give America a chance to save billions
and billions of dollars and thousands of
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S5216 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE June 15, 2000
hours, as our companies chose to spend cally so that a consumer knows he or cient for the consumer merely to tell
their funds on matters other than she can receive, read and retain the in- the vendor in an e-mail that he or she
paper recordkeeping formation In an electronic record. can access the information in the spec-

At the same time, the consumer Section 101(c) provides that if a stat- ifled formats. There must be meaning-
groups that sought this proposal were ute. regulation or other rule of law re- ful two-way communication electroni-
extremely frightened, They saw this as quires that information relating to a tally between the vendor and con-
an opportunity for unscrupulous indi- transaction be provided or made avail- sumer.
viduals to come on in and rip off senior able to a consumer in writing, the yen- At the heart of these provisions is
citizens, to foreclose en people's dor can use electronic means if the the concern-shared by many in the in,
homes, to cut off health insurance, and consumer, prior to consenting, has dustry as well-that electronic commu-
things of that nature, by just perhaps been given a clear and conspicuous nication, e-mail, is not as reliable or as
an e-mail into cyberspace statement of his or her rights. The con- ubiquitous as traditional first class

Chairman MCCAIN is here. This is sumer must be informed of the option mail. Until advances in electronic mail
truly a bipartisan effort in every re- of getting the record on paper, and technology eliminate such concerns
spect. I had a chance to work with my what the consequences are if he or she and until the vast majority of Ameri-
senior colleagues on this side, Senator later withdraws the electronic consent cans are comfortable using the tech-
LEAHY. Senator HOLLINGS, Senator in favor of returning to paper records. nology of the New Economy, consent to
SARBANES, and our friend Senator Some vendors, for example, may be use electronic records requires special
KERRY, who Is here. And let me tell able to achieve considerabie savings by care and attention. Because of such
you, it ultimately took three Senate using electronic records, and offer cus- concerns, there are some areas where
committees 8 months and thousands of tomers a much more attractive price the use of electronic notice and records
hours to get it done. We had to bring for doing business online rather than are simply not appropriate today. Sec-
together key principles of what is through traditional paper and snail tion 103 of the conference agreement
known as the old economy, such as mail. But a vendor might not want to recognizes this by continuing to re-
consumer protection and informed con- be locked into a lower price if the quire paper notice- These areas include
sent, and fuse them together with the buyer reverts to paper later in the life shutting off a consumer's utilities, can-
principles of the new economy and the of the contract. This provision will as- celing or terminating health insurance
online world, and the chance to save sure a consumer will be informed up or benefits or life insurance benefits,
time and money through electronic front of any change in the cost if the foreclosing on someone's primary resi-
records and electronic signatures, consumer withdraws consent to receive dence, recall of a product that risks en-

What we tried to say, on this side of records electronically subsequent to dangering health or safety and docu-
the aisle, and what we were able to get consummation of the contract. This ments required to accompany the
a bipartisan agreement around, is the could happen, for Instance. if a con- transportation or handling of h-
proposition that consumer rights ore sumer finds he cannot access the docu- ardous materials, pesticides, or other
not virtual rights. We have to make ments electronically, or the vendor toxic or dangerous materials. What
sore-and we have it in this legisla- chooses to upgrade his software and happens, for example, if a haamat
tion-that the protections that apply the consumer does not want to go to truck loaded with toxic waste spills its
offline would apply online. We were the expense of upgrading his system to cargo, endangering a community, and
able to do it without enduring all kinds accommodate the change the only notice about the hazardous
of unnecessary redtape and bureauc- The consumer must also be informed cargo was posted on the company's
racy. I wanted the bill to unleash the of the hardware and software necessary website? Is it fair to allow a mortgage
potential of electronic signatures and to access and retain records electroni- lender to foreclosure on someone's
records for industry without shattering tally, how to withdraw electronic con- home just because their ISP went out
a cornerstone of American commerce: sent, how to update Information needed of business and they weren't receiving
the right of individual consumers to to contact the consumer electroni- their payment notices electronically?
have meaningful and informed consent tally, the categories of records that The exceptions we fought for in this
and to keep accurate records of their will be provided or made available elec- section of the conference agreement
contracts and transactions, tronically, how a consumer may re- will protect consumers.

believe the conference agreement quest a paper copy of an electronic Be ore paying tribute to those who
before the Senate has met the thai- record and whether a fee will be worked so hard on this bill. I believe it
lenge of protecting consumer rights in charged for such copy. If a vendor is important to the legislative history
the new economy. changes the electronic system used to to say a brief word about the process.

Consumer rights are not virtual obtain the original consent electroni- This is necessary because, unforto-
rights, Consumers must enjoy the same cally, the vendor must obtain the con- nately, statements are being made or
basic rights in the online world as they sent electronically again using the new inserted in the RECORD and colloquies
have in the off-line world. Through the system and the same two-way consent are being offered that seek to weaken,
electronic consumer consent provision process. undermine and even directly con-
In Section 1l1(c) that I authored with Most importantly, the consumer tradict the actual words of the text of
Senators LEAHY, HOLLINGS and SAR- must consent electronically or confirm the Conference Agreement. This ap-
BANES, I believe we have adequately his or her consent electronically in a pears to come from some quarters that
translated offline consumer protec- manner that reasonably demonstrates do not share the majority view of those
tions into online consumer protections. that the consumer can access the infr- who signed the Conference documents.

Let me just spend a minute deserib- motion in the electronic form that will As one of the principal sponsors of the
lng this key provision of the conference be used to provide the information. Senate measures. S 761, 1 am coo-
agreement. This provision requires This is critical. "Reasonably den- pelled to point out that the actual text
that consumer consent must be mean- onstrates" means just that. It means of the legislation can and should stand
ingful. We all know of cases where the consumer can prove his or her abil- on its own.
someone said, "lust e-mal me that ity to access the electronic informa- The negotiations that led to the final
document." only to have chat person tion that will be provided. It means the legislative document were very dif-
call later. saying "Gee, I couldn't open consumer, in response to an electronic ficit and contentious. Because of this.
the document, can you fax it to me?" I vendor enquiry, actually opens an at- part of the agreement on the final Ian-
can't recall how many times this exact tached document sent electronically by guage included a commitment-a sort
thing happened to our own staff during the vendor and confirms that ability in of "gentleman's agreement" if you
the negotiation of this agreement. an e-mail response, will-from all the signers of the Con-

Meaningful consumer consent doesn't It means there is a two-way street. It ference Agreement not to prepare the
mean being given a pageful of hardware is not sufficient for the vendor to tell normal Statement of Managers that
and software specification gobbledy- the consumer what type of computer or accompanies a Conference document.
gook. It means consenting electroni- software he or she needs. It is not suffi- There is no Statement of Managers for
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June 15, 2000 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE 85217
S. 761. and no one should pretend there BANES. Senator HOLLINGS. and Senator work harder to have that dominant po-
is. As one of the key managers for the KERRY-because they helped us cham- sition forever.
Senate, I can attest that I did not par- pion those consumer protection prin- I thank the Chair.
ticipate in negotiating such a docu- ciple that were so important and The PRESIDING OFFICSR. The Sen
ment, not did I acquiesce to one pri- helped us get this bill done right. ator from Arizona.
pared by another party or parties or Mr. President. I yield the floor. Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President. I appre-
sian one. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ciate both my friend from Oregon and

The conference agreement is the ator from Massachusetts. my friend from Massachusetts for their
product of many, many long days and Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, Ijoin my work on this bill. I appreciate their
nights of negotiations. Commerce Cow- colleague from Oregon in expressing comments. It is a great pleasure to
mittee Chairman MCAIN. Ranking support for what we have achieved work with both of them on the Coes-
Democrat Senator HOLLINGS. Senators here. I begin by thanking Senator merce Committee.
LEAHY and SARBANES, and Senator MCCAIN, Senator SARBANES, and Sen- I think sometimes it Is worthy of
ABRAHAM all contributed to this prod- ator HOLLINGS for their leadership. note, in these days of tension, that on
uct. The efforts of our distinguished They helped to create the climate the Commerce Committee we have a
colleagues in the House, Commerce within which we were able to finally great habit of working in a bipartisan
Committee Chairman BLILEY and get together with the House leadership. fashion. I would argue that no bill that
Ranking Democrat JOHN DINGELL, were But also I thank the distinguished I know of has been reported out of our
critical in this process. I would also Senator from Oregon. He is extraor- committee that was not a bipartisan
like to recognize some of the key staff dinarily knowledgeable in this arena effort. No bill has been reported out,
and Administration officials who did and very creative. And he works hard that I know of in the years that I have
yeoman work to produce this agree- at it. He really has helped to shape the been the chairman, that was strictly
ment. In particular, Senator HOLLINGS' outcome of this in a significant way. I along party lines.
Counsel. Mosses Boyd, and his Com- think he has done a very good job of Mr. President, tonight the Senate
merce Committee Staff Director. Kevin outlining the tensions that existed considers the conference report for S.
Kayes, Senator LEAHY's outstanding here. Il. the Electronic Signatures In Glob-
Judiciary counsel, Julie Katzman, Sen- Many of us thought, at the outset of al and National Commerce Act. Before
ator SARBANES' Banking Staff, Marty this endeavor, that we could accom- I summarize the bill, I want to note for
Gruenberg and Jonathan Miller. Chair- plish this quickly. We ran into, as he the RECORD the Importance of this
man MICAIN'S very able and patient said, complications along the road. The measure.
counsel, Maureen McLaughlin, and key to many of us was that even as we The bipartisan legislation would be a
Senator ABRAHAM'S lead staffer on this provided the legal capacity for elec- significant achievement for this Con-
bill, Kevin Kolevar. Sarah Rosen- tronic signatures to take place and cer- gress and the American people. Today
Wartell of the White House staff and tain recordkeeping to take place, we in America we are in the midst of a
Commerce Department General Coun- did not want to diminish the rights of phenomenal transformation from the
sel Andy Pincus also deserve praise for our citizens to have access to informa- industrial age to the information age.
their hard work on this bill. tion about them, we did not want their Even as we speak, Americans are on

This conference agreement came per- ability to be able to make corrections the Internet browsing, researching.
ilously close on more than one occa- to be diminished somehow. We did not and experiencing in ever-greater num-
sion to running off the rails, but each want to diminish their right to know bers. They are also buying. In fact,
time the will was found to resume ne- about themselves or about their own electronic commerce is one of the prin-
gotiations and try to bring the con- transactions in a way that would di- ciple engines driving our Nation's un-
ference to a close. This is also a tribute minish their position in the market- precedented economic growth. For ex-
to the hard work of a handful of con- place. And that is a difficult thing. We ample, Forrester Research has esti-
sumer and industry groups who did not worked through that. I think we are mated that consumer spending online
want to give up on the process. I urge still going to be working through that will total $185 billion by 2003, During
my colleagues to vote for this agree- for some time. this past holiday season alone, online
ment, which lays another Important But the important thing is that this merchants transacted an estimated $5-
cornerstone for electronic commerce. phenomenon, this revolution that is 7 billion dollars worth of comerce-a

At the end of the day, this is not a taking place in America and across the 300% increase in business from 1998.
perfect bill. I do not think any of the globe in how we do business, needed to But one great barrier to the contin-
conferees would argue that it is. But it be- ued growth of Internet commerce Is the
is a very good bill. It is a very good bill The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time lack of consistent, national rules gov-
because, as a result of three Senate of the Senator has expired. erning the use of electronic signatures.
committees and thousands of hours, we Mr. KERRY. Will the Senator yield A majority of States have enacted elec-
took key principles of what was known me 30 more seconds? tronic authentication laws, but no two
as the old economy-consumer protec- Mr. MCCAIN. I yield the Senator 30 of these laws are the same. This incon-
tion, informed consent, making sure more seconds. sistency deters businesses and con-
that the vulnerable, the elderly, and Mr. KERRY. That revolution needed sumers from using electronic signature
people for whom the home and health to be able to continue in its most cre- technologies to authorize contracts or
care are lifeline concerns-we ensured ative form and. frankly, with the best transactions.
that they will be protected, while at upside possible for the people to whom This bipartisan legislation can elimi-
the same time allowing those in the fi- we are all accountable, who are the nate this unnecessary barrier to the
nancial services industry, who came to consumers, the citizens, and the people growth of electronic commerce by pro-
us with sensible suggestions for saving who ultimately we want to have ben- viding consistent, fair rules governing
time and money-by taking records efit from this. I think this legislation electronic signatures and records.
from paper to the electronic world-to is very positive in that regard. This bill will do the following:
have their concerns addressed, while at I thank the chairman of the Cow- It would ensure that consistent rules
the same time being true to funda- merce Committee, Senator MCCAIN. for for validating electronic signatures
mental values of consumer protection his leadership and his courtesy in let- and transactions apply throughout the
and the fusing together of the new and ting the usually mostly abused and be- country. Thus providing industry with
the old economy. That is what I think leaguered minority take a dominant the legal certainty needed to grow
makes this legislation so special, position at the outset of the debate. It electronic commerce.

Chairman MtCAIN is here. He and his is characteristic of him that he allowed It empowers businesses to replace ex-
staff did an extraordinary job, as did us to do that. It is a very momentary pensive warehouses full of awkward
Senator ABRAHAM. I cannot say enough glimpse of freedom we are not used to. and irreplaceable paper records with
good things about four senior Demo- We thank him for that. It isjust whet- electronic records that are easily
crets-Senator LEAHY. Senator SAR- ting our appetite and only makes us searched or duplicated. Moreover.
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S5218 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- SENATE
State and Federal agencies are prohib- his work on this legislation. It is safe
iced from requiring a business to keep to say this legislation and conference
paper records except under extreme report would not be here today if not
circumstances-where they can show a for the efforts of Senator ABRAHAM. I
compelling government interest. To also commend Senators STEVENS,
prevent abusm of electronic record- BURNS, WYDEN, LEAHY, HOLLINGS and
keeping. however, the bill also author- SARBANES for their commitment to bi-
izes regulatory agencies to define docu- partisan agreement on the critical
ment integrity standards that are nec- issues raised by this legislation. And, I
essary to insure against fraud, thank Chairman BLILEY and ranking

It would also ensure that private member DINGELL in the House. for
commercial actors get to choose the their dedication and leadership on this
type of electronic signatures that they issue.
want to use. This will ensure that the Reaching a bipartisan agreement on
free market-not government bureau- the issues raised by this legislation has
crats-will determine which tech- not been easy. In fact, the conferees to
nalogles succeed. To that end, the leg- this bill have spent months considered
islation also prohibits States or Fed- the often-conflicting views of various
eral agencies from according "greater industries, consumer protection
legal status or effect" to one specific groups, State governments and federal
technology, agencies.

And this bill recognizes that without Neadless to say, the bill that emerged
consumer confidence, the Internet can from this broad and contentious proc-
never reach its full potential Thus ess had to try to strike a fair balance
this bill empowers consumers to con' between the often-conflicting interests
duct transactions or receive records of these groups. As a result, some fac-
electronically without foregoing the tions may have had doubts about the
benefits of State consumer disclosure bill because they thought that a nor-
reouirements, rower or partisan legislative process

Specifically. the bill would provide might have produced a bill more slant
that when consumers choose to con- ad towards their narrow interests.
duct transactions or receive records But that sort of thinin bg is hot-
eleatronically, electronic records van sighted and fatally flawed: Where this
satisfy laws requiring a written con- egislation is coocerned, a narrow or
sumac disclosure if. consumers have partisan approach would have jeopard-
been given a statement ecplaiing lzed the growth of electronic ros-

me exlaii metnrce. This would have harme us
what records they are agreeing to re- ee med bus-

ceive electronically, the procedures for nesses. consumers and the national
withdrawing consent. ad any relevant economy-including the same specialfees, and coosumers consent, or con- interests that a narrower approach

firm consent electronically, in a man- mht have sought to favor.
ne that reasonably dmostratsust recognie that this bil rp
they that ratualy acemsts th mat resents one step in the continuing-and
they can actually access the informa- urdinished-process of integrating elec-
TIo tronic transactions and the Internet
The goal of these consumer protec- into the mainstream of American com-

tion provisions is basic fairness, To merce. This process ofintegration
that end. if a business changes hard- must continue if we are to continue to
ware or software requirements in a way enjoy the unprecedented economic
that precludes the consumer from ac- growth that e commerce and tech-
cessing or retaining the records, the nology have helped bring to this coun-
consumner can withdraw consent-with-
outa fee. trut electronic commerce cannot con-

But the bill also ensures that these tinue to grow and develop without
consumer protections do not become broad support from consumeris, busi
unduly burdensome as technology ad- nesses and governments. Consumers
vanres. Thus, for example, the bill pro- will not support electronic commerce if
video that a Federal regulatory agency they discover that electronic trans-
can exempt categories of records from actions strip them of traditional pro-
the consumer consent provisions if this tections.
would eliminate a substantial burden Nor will businesses support elec-
on e-commerce without jeopardizing tronie commerce if they cannot realize
consumers, the cost savings it offers. Finally, gov-

I also note that the bill directs the ernments may not enact laws sup-
Secretary of Commerce and the Fed- porting electronic commerce should
eral Trade Commission to report to such transactions strip their citizens of
Congress an the benefits and burdens of rights that they have previously en-
the bill's consumer protection provi- Jovedt
sions. It also directs the Secretary of Electronic signatures legislation
Commerce to report to Congress within must, therefore, balance the interests
12 months on the effectiveness of deliy- of these various groups without unduly
ering consumer notices via email, favoring any of them: it must give lec-

This is important legislation, and my tronic commerce the certainty it needs
colleague from Michigan, Senator to grow while preserving the consumer
ABRAHAM, is to be commended for his protections that States have chosen to
foresight in introducing this legisla apply in paper-based commercial trans-
tion. He is responsible for the formula- actions.
tion of it, He has shepherded it through The broad and bipartisan support en-
for many months. I commend him for joyed by this legislation is the surest

June 15 2000
sign that it has achieved its most im-
portant objective: It has struck a fair
balance between competing Interests
that will ensure continued broad sup-
port for the growth of electronic com-
merce.

Mr. President, the Electronic Signa-
tures in Global and National Commerce
Act is a positive, confidence-creating
tool that will allow the Internet to
continue to develop towards its full po-
tential as a conduit for information,
communication and commerce. It will
enable businesses and consumers alike
to rely on digital signatures regardless
of their physical location. Uniform
standards for digital signatures will de-
crease costs while increasing certainty
and consumer confidence. The value of
these public benefits should not be un-
derestimnated.

In closing, I want again to thank
Chairman BLILEY, and Ranking Mem-
bar DINGELL in the House for all of
their work. In the Senate, I note the
hard work of the ranking member of
the committee, Mr. HOLLINGS, Senator
WYBEB. and others. Without their ef-
forts this bill would not be before us
today. I especially, again, recognize the
incredible job done by Senator AURA-
HAM. the original sponsor of the legis-
lation, the original shepherd, the per-
son who played a key and vital role in
the formulation of these final agree-
meants

Given the importance of these issues
to consumers, businesses and our glob-
al economy, I urge my colleagues to
support this legislation.

I ask unanimous consent that a list-
ing of the groups that support S. 71 be
printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the list was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follo:

f o:R S THAT SUrPORr S. 761
1. Busines3 Software Alliance.
Z. Mitrosoft,
3, America Online.
4. Infomatilon Technology of America.
5, American Express Company.
5 DLJDie.
I American 1anker Assoiaion.
8, Citigroup.

We ntfocation Technology industry Coun-
cil

TO. American Electronics Association.
11. Fani Man.
12. Freddie Mac.
I3. National Association of Realtors.
14. Oracle.
15. Cable & Wireless.
16 Sallie Mao.
7. US Chamber of Commerce.
I. Real hte Rourdabe.
19. Cunsuerr Mortgage Coalition.
1. Mortgage anecs Assoclation.
21. Elecoic Pinancial Services Council
22. Intuit.
23, Federal Soprs,
24. Nationzl Association of Manufacturers.
25 Coalition for Electronic Authentia-

26. Ameica's Comusoity Bskers.
Z7. Investment C.mpany Inttute.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I am

pleased that the Senate is finally going
to be considering the conference report
on S. 761, the Electronic Signatures
and Global and National Commerce
Act.
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I wish to be compassionate this

Thursday evening. Tomorrow when the
delayed votes occur, I will be in
Vermont. But I an never sorry to be in
Vermont. I will regret missing the final
tally. I was honored to serve as a con-
feree nd to help develop the con-
ference report. I signed the conference
report. I supported final passage. I go
back to my native State secure in the
knowledge that this will pass over-
whelmingly with strong bipartisan sup-
port.

The legislation is intended to permit
and encourage the continued expansion
of electronic commerce and promote
public confidence in the integrity and
reliability of online commerce, These
are worthy goals-goals I have long
sought to advance. For example, in the
last Congress, many of us worked to-
gather to pass the Government Paper-
work Elimination Act. That gave a
framework for the Federal Govern-
ment's use of electronic forums and
also electronic signatures.

Many of us have worked together in
a very successful, bipartisan effort to
promote the widespread use of inscrip-
tion and to relax outdated export con-
trols in this critical technology for en-
suring the confidentiality and intog-
rity of online communications and
storing of computer information. We
have areas as diverse as enhancing
copyright, to patent potential for tech-
nology, to addressing the problems of
cybercrime. We have been able to work
together in a constructive. bipartisan
way to make real progress to allow
electronic commerce to flourish.

The conference report is a product of
such bipartisan cooperation. We all
know there were some bumps along the
way. At one point, industry represents-
tives were warned against even speak-
ing with Democrats. Fortunately.
those warnings were not heeded, and
the final product is bipartisan.

I commend Chairman BLILEY from
tire other body. and Chairman MCCAIN
from this body, for making this a real
conference in which all conferes-Re-
publicans and Democrats-had an op-
portunity to air their concerns and
contribute to the final report.

All of us might have written some
provision differently. But the con-
ference report is. as conference reports
should be, a solid and reasonable con-
sensus bill that brought in the best of
each of us.

It will establish a Federal framework
for the use of electronic signatures for
contracts and records to preserve es-
sential safeguards and protect con-
sumerM.

It is geared to the five basic prin.
ciples articulated by the Democratic
Senators in a letter dated March 28,
2000. which assures effective consumer
consent for the replacement of paper
notices with electronic notices.

It ensures that electronic records are
accurate.

It enhances legal certainty for elec-
tronic signatures.

It avoids unnecessary litigation.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD- SENATE
It avoids unintended consequences in

areas outside the scope of the bill by
providing clear Federal regulatory au-
thority.

It avoids facilitating predatory or
unlawful practices.

This is not rocket science. But they
want to make sure the American pee-
pie can trust the electronic world as
they trust paperwork. The American
public have enough concern when they
go online. They worry whether their
privacy will be protected and whether
damage by a computer virus will hurt
their computer, whether a computer
hacker will steal personal information
or adopt their identity, wreak havoc
with their good name, or whether their
children will meet a sexual predator.
These are all drags on electronic coe-
merce and show the people have to be
concerned.

The AARP found that of consumers
over the age of 45, half of them worry
that electronic contracts will give
them less protection than paper con-
tracts. That is what we want to avoid.

The United States has been the incu-
hater of the Internet throughout its in-
fancy. And the world closely watches
whenever we in our country debate or
enact policies that affect the Internet.
That is another reason why we must
act carefully and intelligently when we
pass Internet-related laws. The rest of
the world watches and follows our ee-
ample.

We have produced a charter for the
next growth phase of e-commerce. This
bill will be closely watched, widely
read, and will be emulated across the
world. Because of that and because
most Americans want to make sure we
can take our consumer laws for grant-
ed, we are presented the most signifi-
cant consumer issues of a decade or
longer. We have improved what the bill
almost became considerably, to the
benefit of consumers and in the inter-
ests of the smooth and sensible forward
progress of Internet commerce.

This bill does strike a constructive
balance. It advances electronic com-
merce but doesn't terminate or mangle
the basic rights of consumers.

Mr. President, I am pleased that the
Senate is finally considering the con-
ference report on S. 761. "The Elec-
tronic Signatures in Global and Na-
tional Commerce Act". I wish that we
could pass it tonight. Tomorrow, when
the delayed vote occurs, I will be in
Vermont. While I am never sorry to be
in Vermont. I will regret missing the
final tally. I was honored to serve as a
conferee and help develop the con-
ference report. I signed the conference
report and support its final passage. I
go back to my native State secure in
the knowledge that it will pass over-
whelmingly.

This legislation is intended to permit
and encourage the continued expansion
of electronic commerce and to promote
public confidence in the integrity and
reliability of online promises. These
are worthy goals, and they are goals
that I have long sought to advance.
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For example, in the last Congress.

many of us worked together to pass the
Government Paperwork Elimination
Act, which established a framework for
the federal government's use of elec-
tronic forms and electronic signatures.
Many of us have worked together in a
successful bipartisan effort to promote
the widespread use of encryption and
relax out-dated export controls on this
critical technology for ensuring the
confidentiality and integrity of online
communications and stored computer
information. In areas as diverse as en-
hancing copyright and patent protec-
tions for new technologies and updat-
ing our criminal laws to address new
forms of cybercrime, we have been able
to work together in a constructive, bi-
partisan way to make real progress on
a sound legal framework for electronic
commerce to flourish.

The conference report is the product
of such bipartisan cooperation. I think
we all know that there were some
bumps along the way. At one point, in-
dustry representatives were warned
against even speaking with any Demo-
crats. But the final product is bipar-
tisan. It is an example of Congress at
work rather than at loggerheads. It is
legislators legislating rather than poli-
ticians posturing and unnecessarily po-
liticizing important matters of public
policy.

I commend Chairman BLILEY and
Chairman MCCAiN for making this a
real conference, in which all conferees.
Republican and Democratic, had an op-
portunity to air their concerns and
contribute to the final report. We all
might have written some provisions
differently, but the conference report is
a solid and reasonable consensus bill
that will establish a Federal frame-
work for the use of electronic signa-
tures, contracts, and records, while
preserving essential safeguards pro-
tecting the Nation's consumers.

The conference report adheres to the
five basic principles for e-sign legisla-
tion articulated by the Democrat Sen-
ators in a letter dated March 28, 200.

It ensures effective consumer consent
to the replacement of paper notices
with electronic notices.

It ensures that electronic records are
accurate, and relevant parties can re-
tain and access them.

It enhances legal certainty for elec-
tronic signatures and records and
avoids unnecessary litigation by au-
thorizing regulators to provide inter-
pretive guidance.

It avoids unintended consequences in
areas outside the scope of the bill by
providing clear federal regulatory au-
thority for records not covered by the
bill's "consumer" provisions.

And, it avoids facilitating predatory
or unlawful practices.

These principles are not rocket
science but are simply intended to en-
sure that the electronic world is no less
safe for American consumers than the
paper world. The American public has
enough concern when they go online.
They worry whether their privacy will
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be protected, whether a damaging corn- electronic form that they cannot ac-
puer virus will attack their computer cess or decipher.
whether a computer hacker will steal Under the House bill, a business
their personal information, adopt their could obtain a consumer's 'consent"
identity and wreak havoc with their simply by specifying the hardware and
good names, or whether their kids will software needed to access the notices
meet a sexual predator. These worries and disclosures. This approach would
are all serious drags on electronic corn have done little or nothing to protect
merce. technologically unsophisticated con-

An AARP survey of computer users sumers, who may not know whether
over the age of 45 released on March they have the necessary hardware and
31st found that almost half of respond- software even if the technical speci-
ents already think that electronic con- fications are provided.
tracts would give them less protection I maintained that any standard for
than paper contracts, while only one- affirmative consent must require con-
third believe they would have the same simers to consent electronically to the
degree of protection. With this con_ provision of electronic notices and dis-
ference report, we have avoided aggra- closures in a manner that verified the
tating consumers' worries. Companies consumer's capacity to access the in-
doing business online want to reassure formation in the form in which it
consumers and potential customers would be sent. Such a mechanism pro-
that their interests will be protected vides a check against coercion, and ad-
online, not heighten their concern ditional assurance that the consumer
about electronic commerce. Our con- actually has an operating e mail ad-
ference report should be helpful in this dress and the other technical means for
re ard. accessing the information,

Ir. President. the United States has Section 101(c) of the conference re-
been the incubator of the Internet port requires the use of a technological
through its infancy. The world closely check, while leaving companies with
watches whenever we debate or enact ample flexibility to develop their own
policies that affect the Internet. and procedures. The critical language,
that Is another reason why we must act which Senator WYDEN and I developed
carefully and intelligently whenever and proposed, provides that a con-
we pass Internet-related lawo What we sumer's consent to the provision of in-
have produced here is the charter for formation in electronic form must in
the next growth phase of e-commerce, valve a demonstration that the con,
and this bill will be cosely read and sumer can actually receive and read
widely emulated. Because of the poten- the Information. Section 101(c) also
tial this bill had for eviscerating scores provides that if there is a material
of basic state consumer protection laws change in the hardware or software re-
that most Americans today take for quirements needed to access or retain
granted. this bill also has presented us the information, the company must
with perhaps the most significant con- again verify that the consumer can re-
surner issues of a decade or longer-not caive and read the information, or
for what, thank goodness, this bill is in allow the consumer to withdraw his or
its final form, but for what this bill her consent without the imposition of
nearly became in its earlier stages. To any conditions, consequences or fees.
the benefit of consumers and in the in- In addition, prior to any consent, a
terest of the smooth and sensible for- consumer must be notified of his or her
ward progress of Internet commerce, rights. including the right to receive
this bill largely strikes a constructive notices on paper and any available op-
balance. It advances electronic cor- tion for reverting to paper after an
merce without terminating or man- electronic relationship has been estab-
glin the basic rights of consumers. lished.

Before I discuss specific provisions of Senator GRAMM has criticized the
the conference report, I note that I saw conference report on the ground that
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the its technological check on consumer
House proceedings a statement by consent unfairly discriminates against
Chairman BLILEY that is formatted electronic commerce. But those most
like a managers' statement of a con- familiar with electronic commerce
ference report. I feel I must clarify have never seriously disputed the need
that those are Mr. BLILEY's views, not for a technological check. In fact,
a statement of the managers. In fact. I many high tech firms have acknowl
saw it for the first time today, when I edged that it is good business practice
picked up the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. tO verify that their customers can open
and have not yet had a chance to study their electronic records, and many al-
it thoroughly, ready have implemented some sort of

I will now describe how the con- technological check procedure. I am
ference report gives effect to the confident that the benefits of a one-
Democratic Senators' five basic prin- time technological check far outweigh
ci ls. any possible burden on e commerce,

Fvirst, the conference report will en and it will greatly increase consumer
sure informed and effective consumer confidence in the electronic market-
consent to the replacement of paper place
notices and disclosures with electronic Let me make special note of section
notices and disclosures, so that con- i01(c)(3), a late addition to the con-
sumers are not forced or tricked into ference report. Without this provision.
receiving notices and disclosures in an industry representatives were con-
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cerned that consumers would be able to
back out of otherwise enforceable con-
tracts by refusing to consent. or to
confirm their consent. to the provision
of information in an electronic form.
At the same time, however, companies
wanted to preserve their autonomy as
contracting parties to condition their
own performance on the consumer's
consent. For example companies an-
ticipated that they might offer special
deals for consumers who agreed not to
exercise their right to paper notices.
Section 101(c)(3) makes clear that fail-
ure to satisfy the consent requirements
of section 101 (r) (1) does not automati-
cally vitiate the underlying contract.
Rather, the continued validity of the
contract would turn on the terms of
the contract itself, and the intent of
the contracting parties, as determined
under applicable principles of State
contract law. Failure to obtain elec-
tronic consent or confirmation of con-
sent would, however, prevent a com-
pany from relying on section 101(a) to
validate an electronic record that was
required to be provided or made avail-
able to the consumer in writing.

I should also explain the significance
of section 101(c)(6), which was added at
the request of the Democratic con-
ferees. This provision makes clear that
a telephone conversation cannot be
substituted for a written notice to a
consumer. For decades, consumer laws
have required that notices be in writ-
Ing, because that form is one that the
consumer can preserve, to which the
consumer can refer, and which is capa-
ble of demonstrating after the fact
what information was provided. Under
appropriate conditions, electronic com-
munications can mimic those charac-
teristics; but oral notice over the tele-
phone will never be sufficient to pro-
tect consumer interests.

Second, the conference report will
ensure that electronic contracts and
other electronic records are accurate
and that relevant persons can retain
and access them. Consumers must be
able to retain electronic records and
must have some assurance that they
provide reasonable guarantees of the
accuracy and integrity of the informa-
tion that they contain.

Under section 101(e) of the conference
report, the legal effect of an electronic
contract or record may be denied if it
is not in a form that can be retained
and accurately reproduced for later ref-
erence and settlement of disputes. This
means that the parties to a contract
may not satisfy a statute of frauds re-
quirement that the contract be in writ-
ing simply by flashing an electronic
version of the contract on a computer
screen. Similarly. product warranties
must be provided to purchasers in a
form that they can retain and use to
enforce their rights in the event that
the product fails.

Third, the conference report will en-
hance legal certainty for electronic
signatures and records and avoid un-
necessary litigation by authorizing
Federal and State regulators to provide
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interpretive guidance. Even with the layed the effective date of the Act with unfair and deceptive practices. It does
representation on this conference of respect to record retention require- this through a broad savings clause
Members from committees of variedju- ments, to give agencies time to put in which clarifies that the bill does not
risdiction. we could not begin to think place appropriate regulations designed limit any legal requirement or prohibi-
of every circumstance that might arise to assure effective and sustainable ion other than those involving the
in the future as to which this legisla- record retention, and to prevent corn writing, signature, or paper form of a
tion will apply. It was therefore ssen- panies from retaining materials in any contract. Laws-including common law
tial to provide regulatory agencies easily alterable form that they chose ruins-that prohibit fraud, unfair or de-
with sufficient flexibility and Interpre- until regulations are forthcoming. To- ceptive trade practices, or unconscion-
tire authority to implement the stat- gether, these changes will avoid facili- able contracts are not affected by this
utes modified by the legislation, tating lax record-keeping practices Act. A wrongdoer may not argue that

Most importantly, the conference re- that could impede the enforcement of fraudulent conduct that complies with
port preserves substantial authority program requirements, anti-fraud stat- the technical requirements of section
for Federal and State regulators with utes, environmental laws. and many 101(c) is beyond the reach of anti-fraud
respect to record-keeping require- other laws and regulations. laws. By the same token, a consumer Is
ments. In a letter dated May 23, 200. Fourth, the conference report will always entitled to assert that an elec-
the Department of Justice expressed avoid unintended consequences for laws tronic signature is a forgery, was used
concern that an early draft of the con- and regulations governing "records" without authority, or otherwise is In-
ference report, produced by certain Re- outside its intended focus on business- valid for reasons that would invalidate
publitan conferees, would "seriously to-consumer and business-to-business the effect of a signature in written
undermine the government's ability to transactions. I was seriously concerned form.
investigate, try and convict criminals that the sweeping legislation passed by This legislation ha come a long way
who alter or hide required records in the House would allow hazardous mate- in conference. It is far from the reek-
programs such as Medicare. Medicaid, rials transporters to provide truckers less bill it was in danger of becoming.
and federal environmental laws." The with the required description of the Still, it is far from perfect. As a gen-
Department explained: materials via electronic mail, so that eral matter, I believe it may still be
Record Retention. As presently drafted, key information might not be available unduly preemptive of State regulatory

the bill leases the public at risk for serious to clean-up crews in the event an acci- and record-keeping authority. It Is
waste. fraud, and abuse For example undor dent disabled the driver. Similarly, I ironic that the same Members who
ran cant bill, there is nothing to prevent worried that the Home bill would allow claim to be vigilant guardians of
a Medicare contractor from mtaining its fi- employers to provide OSHA-required States' rights are so quick to impose
eancial records on a speadsheet (kch a warnings on a Web site rather than on broad Federal mandates on the States
evel or Qoascro Pro). Hoecer. because a dasgerous machine. when It suits their political interests.
those programs generally contain no sec- The conference eport raises no such The majnrity has failed to eplain why
city feasures to monitor changes to the files or uepthnise
they create, anyone could change one no- concerns. For one thing. it specifically the expansion of the Internet justifies
bee on a spraodheet, whlh muld then excludes from its scope any documents jettisoning the federalist principles
change al other numbers affected by te im- required to accompany the tramper- that have governed our Republic for
permissible etry, reflectig a financial pit- ration or handling of hazardous mate- more than two centuries. I have
eome different from the reality. The govern- rials, pesticides, and other toxic or worked hard, in connection with this
ment could hava its hands tied in seeking to dangerous materials. For another bill and others, to preserve State an-
establish rules to ensure that such records thing, it expressly preserves all Federal thority In areas traditionally reserved
could not be altered and State requirements that informa- to the States, particularly where there

The Department's concerns regarding tion be posted, displayed or publicly af- is no conflict between the Federal
the Federal Government were shared fixed. In addition to allaying concerns goals and Statejurisdiction. We should
by the States, whose regulators need about OSHA-warnings. this provision preempt State authority only when
and deserve the same flexibility as ensures that the bill will not inadvert- there is a demonstrated need to estab-
Federal regulators. This is particularly ently undermine Federal and State la- lish a national standard, and even
true in areas where the States ar the beling requirements, such as require- then, only for as long as Is necessary.
primary regulators, as they are with mens that poisonous products be Ia- That being said, the conference re-
respect to Insurance and State-char- beled with the skull and crossbones port appropriately rejects the mas-
tered banks. Having pressed this point symbol. sively preemptive approach taken by
throughout the conference. I am Perhaps more importantly. the scope earlier versions of this legislation. In-
pleased that the final report treats of the legislation has been narrowed. cluding the House-passed bill. As the
Federal and State regulators with As reported by the conference cam- National Governors' Association ob-
equal respect, and that it has won the mitte, the bill covers signatures, con- served in a letter to Congress dated
support of the National Conference of tracts and records relating to a "trans- March 14, 2000. "H.R. 1714's ambiguity
State Legislature. action" in or affecting interstate or with respect to preemption [was] very

Under earlier drafts of this con- foreign commerce, with the critical troubling". It authorized States to
ference report, as in H.R. 1714 as passed term-"transaction"-defined to mean "modify. limit, or supersede" the Fed-
by the House, a requirement that a "an action or set of actions relating to eral statute by adopting the Uniform
record be retained could be met by re- the conduct of business. consumer, or Electronic Transactions Act (UETA).
taining an electronic record that accu- commercial affairs between two or but then rendered this authorlzatlon
rately reflected the information set more persons." The conferees spec- irrelevant by stating that no State law
forth in the record "after it was first ifically rejected including "govern- (Including UETA) was effective to the
generated In its final form as an elec- mental" affairs in this definition. extent that it was inconsistent with
tronic record." By striking that final Thus, for example. the bill would not the Federal statute or technology spe-
phrase, we made clear that agencies, cover records generated purely for gov- cific.
through their interpretive authority, ernmental purposes. such as regular By contrast, the conference report
can ensure that electronic records re- monitoring reports on air or water does not preempt the laws of those
main accurate throughout the period quality that an agency may require States that adopt UETA, so long as
that they are required by law to be re- pursuant to the Clean Air Act. Clean UETA is adopted in a uniform manner.
tained. For additional certainty, we ex- Water Act, Safe Drinking Act, or simi- Such exceptions to UETA as a State
pressly authorized agencies to set per- lar Federal or State environmental may adopt are preempted, but only to
formance standards to assure the accu- laws. the extent that they violate the prin-
racy, integrity, and accessibility of Fifth and finally, the conference re- ciple of technological neutrality or are
records that are required to be retained port avoids the problem created by otherwise inconsistent with the Fed-
and, if necessary, to require retention many earlier drafts, including the eral statute. This affords States con-
of a record in paper form. We also de- House bill, of potentially facilitating siderable flexibility: for example. a
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State may enact UFTA to incorporate tronic delivery methods. Thus, States
the consumer consent procedures set enacting UETA may continue to pre-
forth in section 101(c), scribe specific delivery methods, so

In addition. section 104(a) of the con- long as there is an electronic alter-
ference report expressly preserves go- native for any nonelectronic delivery
ernmental filing requirements. Federal methods.
agencies are already working toward This leaves the question of how the
full acceptance of electronic filings. Federal legislation will affect Federal
pursuant to the schedule established by delivery requirements and State deliv
the Government Paperwork Elimi- ery requirements in non-UETA States.
nation Act. I am confident that State Because our bill is silent nn this ques-
agencies will follow our lead. Until tion, and because repeal and preemp-
they are technologically equipped to do tion by Implication are disfavored, a
so, however, they have an unqualified court or agency interpreting the legis-
right under section 104(a) to continue lation could reasonably conclude that
to require records to be filed in a tan- these Federal and State delivery re-
gible printed or paper form. quirements remain in full force and ef-

I have a number of other concerns fect. Indeed, this interpretation is
about the conference report. In par- practically compelled by the plain lan-
ticalar. I am troubled that the con- guage of the legislative text. It does,
ference report fails to provide a clear however, have the potential to under-
Federal rule-or, indeed, any rule at mine one of our key legislative objec-
all-concerning how it is intended to tives-that is, the elimination of unin-
affect requirements that information tended and unwarranted barriers to
be sent, provided, or otherwise dolly- electronic commerce. For this reason,
ered. The absence of a delivery provi- it will be tempting to discern in this
slon is particularly conspicuous given legislation some sort of plan to permit
the fact that the prototype for this leg- electronic delivery of information
islation does include such a provision. whenever delivery is required by law.
Section 8(a) of UETA provides that if a even when the law specifies a par-
law requires information to be sent in ticular method by which delivery must
writing to another person (but does not be made. Let me assure the courts and
specify a particular method of deliv- regulators that have occasion to read
ery). the requirement is satisfied if the these words that this legislator had no
information is sent in an electronic such lan.
record that the recipient can retain. Hadwe in fact addressed this Issue in
Under section 8(b). if a law requires in- conference, my goal would have been to
formation to be sent by a specified ensure that any specific requirement
method-whether by regular U.S. Mail, that information be sent or delivered
express mail, registered mail, certified not be reloced or weakened through
mail, or another method-then the in- this Act. I believe an electronic meth-
formation must be sent by the method od of delivery should be at least as reli-
specified in the other law, except that able, secure, and effective as the meth-
parties may contract out of regular od it replaces. Thus. a law that re-
mail requirements to the extent per- quires information to be delivered to a
mitted by the other law. USTA also person by first class mail should not be
contains a detailed rule for deter- satisfied simply by posting the infor-
mining when an electronic record is mation on a Web site: at a minimum,
sent, and when it is received, the person must also be notified of the

The conference report touches upon location and availability of the infor-
the Issue of delivery in section mation. Nor is information delivered,
101(c)(2)(B). but only with respect to in my view, if it is electronically post-
specified methods that require ed for an unreasonably short period of
verification or acknowledgment of re- time, or sent electronically in a man-
ceipt. such as registered or certified ner that inhibits the ability of the re-
mail. What happens to State law re- cipient to store or print the informa-
quirements that a notice be sent by tion.
first-class mail or personal delivery Having failed to address the issue of
How about a law that requires informa- delivery, we may be compelled to re-
tion to be provided, sent, or delivered visit the issue at a later date. We will,
in writing, but does not specify a par- by then, have the benefit of the Com-
ticular method of delivery I raised merce Department's study under sec-
these questions during the conference, tion 105(a) of the conference report, re-
but the conference report provides few garding the effectiveness and reli-
answers. ability of electronic mail as compared

The conference report does provide with more traditional methods of de-
some guidance in the case of States livery.
that enact UETA. In such States, see- Another troubling provision in the
tion 8(a) of UETA will govern with re- conference report appears at the end of
spect to general delivery requirements. section 10i, and concerns the liability
and section 8(b) (2) of UETA will govern of insurance agents and insurance bro-
with respect to requirements that in- kers. This prevision appeared for the
formation be delivered by a specified first time in a conference draft pro-
method, subject to section 102(c) of the duced by the Republican conferees on
federal legislation. Section 102(c) pre- May 15th. In its original incarnation.
vents States that enact UkTA from this provision gave insurance agents
circumventing the federal legislation and brokers absolute immunity from
through the imposition of new nonelec- liability if something went wrong as a
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result of the me of electronic proce-
dures. This was not just a shield from
vicarious liability, or even from neg-
ligence; rather, it was an absolute
shield, which would protect insurance
agents and brokers from their own
reckless or even wilful conduct. No
matter that insurance agents and bro-
kers are perfectly capable of protecting
themselves through their contracts
with insurance companies and their
customers. Senator HOLLINGS and I op-
posed the provision as unnecessary and
indefensible as a matter of policy and
we succeeded in transforming it into a
clarification that insurance agents and
brokers cannot be held vicariously lia-
ble for deficiencies in electronic proce-
dures over which they had no control.
In this form, the provision remains in
the bill as a stark reminder of the
power of special interests'

Section 104(d)(l) is another political
compromise that blemishes this con-
ference report, although I believe its
actual impact will be negligible. It pro-
vides that Federal agencies may ex-
empt a specified category or type of
record from the consumer consent re-
quirements of section 101 (c). but only if
such exemption is "necessary" to
eliminate a "substantial" burden on
electronic commerce, and it will not
increase the material risk of harm to
consumers. While Chairman BLILEY in-
dicated in his floor statement yester-
day that this test should not be read as
too limiting, the opposite is true. The
test is, and was intended to be. de-
manding. The exemption must be "nec-
essary," and not merely "appropriate,"
as Chairman BLILEY suggested. It
should also be noted that the conferees
considered and specifically rejected
language that would have authoried
State agencies to esempt records from
the consent requirements.

Finally, I want to discuss the concept
of technology neutrality that is so cen-
tral to this bill. This legislation is, ap-
propriotely, technology neutral. It
leaves it to the parties to choose the
authentication technology that meets
their needs. At the same time, it is un-
deniable that some authentication
technologies are more secure than oth-
ers Nothing in the conference report
prevents or in any way discourages
parties from considering issues of secu-
rity when deciding which authentica-
tion technology to use for a particular
application. Indeed, such consider-
ations are wholl appropriate.
Pursuant to t e Government Paper-

work Elimination Act, passed by the
previous Congress. the Office of Man-
agement and Budget (OMB) has adopt-
ed regulations to permit individuals to
obtain, submit and sign government
forms electronically. These regulations
direct Federal agencies to recognim
that different security approaches offer
varying levels of assurance in an elec-
tronic environment and that deciding
which to use in an application depends
first upon finding a balance between
the risks associated with the loss, mis-
use or compromise of the information.
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and the benefits, costs and effort asso- serve credit for their iole in crafti n g commerce at a rapidly escalating rate.
elated with deploying and managing the consensus legislation that the Sen- On-line catalogs are everywhere, all
the increasingly secure methods to ate passes today. Thanks, too, to House the time, and always in competition to
mitigate those risks. Legislative Counsel Steve Cope, for his provide the best service at the lowest

The OMB regulations recognize that technical assistance and profes- price. And for the average family in
among the various technical ap- sionalism throughout this conference. America. on-line lending and real es-
preaches, in an ascending level of as- This conference report enjoys strong tate brokerage services are making the
surance. are shared secrets" methods bipartisan and bicameral support. It most significant of all purchases-the
(e.g., personal identification numbers passed the House of Representatives purchase of a family home-available
or passwords). digitized signatures or yesterday by an overwhelming major- over the Internet. Changes to home-
biometric means of identification, such ity. It has been well received by indus- buying over the near term will be dra-
as fingerprints. retinal patterns and try and consumer representatives matic. Rapid document and service de-
voice recognition, and cryptographic alike, by the States as well as by the livery will reduce a transaction typi-
digital signatures, which provide the Administration. I urge its speedy pas- tally measured in days or weeks to
greatest assurance. Combinations of sage Into law. minutes or hours, and the ability of a
approaches (e.g., digital signatures The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- consumer to quickly assess the rates
with biometrics) are also possible and ater from Michigan is recognized. offered by scores of lenders will In-
may provide even higher levels of as- Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I am crease competition and lower mortgage
surance. proud to rise this evening to discuss costs and rates for every consumer. Mr.

In developing this legislation, the legislation that I am very confident we President, Franklin Raines, the Chair-
conference committee recognized that will pass tomorrow-the conference re- man and CEO of Fannie Mae, told an
certain technologies are more secure port to S. 761, the Electronic Signa- investor conference in May that . . .
than others and that consumers and tures and Global National Commerce the application of electronic commerce
businesses should select the technology Act. This is the culmination of nearly to the U.S. mortgage finance industry
that is most appropriate for their par- two years' effort, and I deeply appre- should help tie U.S. homeownership
ticular needs, taking into account the ciate all of the generous assistance on rate reach 70 percent over the next dec-
importance of the transaction and its the part of my colleagues who helped ade. Mr. President, and Chairman
corresponding need for assurance. move this bill through the legislative Raines, I look forward to that future.

Mr. President, the benefits of elec- process. But for e-commerce to continue

tronic commerce should not. and need I believe that hindsight will prove growing, we must have a consistent,
not, come at the expense of increased this to be one of the most important predictable, national framework of
risk to consumers. I am delighted that pieces of legislation to emerge from rules governing the use of electronic
we have been able to come together In the 106th Congress. This legislation signatures and records. Current legal
a bipartisan effort in which Democrats will eliminate the single most signif- inconsistencies arc deterring busi-
and Republicans in the Senate and cant vulnerability of electronic com- nesses from fully utilizing electronic
House are joining in s-sign legislation mere, which is the fear that every- signature technologies. And the ability
that will encourage electronic coe- thing it revolves around-electronic of one court. in one jurisdiction. to
merte without sacrificing consumer signatures, contracts, and other rule against the validity of a contract
protections. I want in commend Sen- records-could be rendered invalid sole- solely because of its electronic form
ator HOLLINGS, Senator SARBANES and ly by virtue of their being in "elec- threatens to destabilize the entirety of
Representative DINGELL, the ranking tronic" form, rather than in a tangible, electronic commerce-brInging down
Democrats on the other Committees ink and paper format, the whole house of cards.
participating in the House-Senate Con- This bill will literally supply the The National Conference of Commis-
ference, for their leadership and stead- pavement for the e-commerce lane of sioners on Uniform State Law has de-
fast efforts on behalf of our dual objec- the information superhighway. What veloped a uniform system for the use of
tiyes. I thank Chairmon BLILEY and we do today truly changes tomorrow, electronic signatures. Their product,
Chairman MCCAIN for allowing the con- and I am certain that this legislation the Uniform Electronic Transactions
ference process to work and to result in will prove to have a tremendous posi- Act, or UETA. is an excellent piece of
a report that so many of us can sup- tive impact on electronic commerce- work and I look forward to its enact-
port' I also want to praise Senator and on the general health of our econ- met in all fifty states. But as some
WYDEN for his dedication to this omy-for decades to come. state legislatures are not In session
project and for never losing sight of the Mr. President, thanks to the develop- next year. and as other states face
need to create a balanced bill. It has ment of secure electronic signatures more immediately pressing issues, it
been a privilege to work with all of and records, individuals, businesses, will likely take three to four years for
these distinguished Members on this and even governments are increasingly all the states to enact the UETA.
landmark legislation, able to enter transactions without ever That is a long time In the high-tech-

I am profoundly grateful to the Ad- having to travel-whether the travel is nology sector-far too long to permit,
ministration for its work on this legis- a short drive across town or a thou- when this Congress possesses the abil-

lation. Andy Pincus, Sarah Rosen sand-mile flight. They are turning on a Irto bridge the gap.
Wartell. Michael Beresik, Gary computer and opening e-mail, rather With this in mind, Mr. President, in

Gensler, and Gregory Beaer, in par- than scheduling drop-offs at mailboxes November of 19-shortly after the

ticular. have devoted countless hours or pick-ups from courier services, passage of the first electronic signa-

to ensuring that the conference report They are able to transact now, rather tore legislation, the Government Pa-

will create a reasonable and respon- than tomorrow. before 10AM", or over perwork Elimination Act, which I also

sible framework for electronic co- the next few days. depending on mail co-authored with my friend, Senator

merce. volume (and, of course, except for on WYDEN-I initiated a series of discus-
I would also like to thank the Senate Sunday). They are paying transactions sions with both industry and states for

and House staff who worked so hard to costs in the fractions of cents. rather the purpose of developing a plan to fos-
bring this matter to a reasonable con- than in 33 cent increments. And as we ter the continued growth of electronic
clusion. On my staff, Julie Katzman move forth into the electronic world, signatures and electronic commerce. In
and Beryl Howell. In addition, Maureen "they" will increasingly include even January of 199. my staff had produced
McLaughlin, Moses Boyd, Carol the smallest businesses and consumers, draft legislation which I invited Chalr-

Grunberg. Marty Gruenberg. Jonathan who will find themselves able to take man BLILEY to consider introducing In
Miller, Kevin Kayes, Steve Harris. advantage of many of the technologies the House of Representatives. Over the
David Cavicke, Mike O'Rielly. Paul and efficiencies available only to the next several months. Senator WYDEN
Scolese, Ramsen Betfarhad. James largest of firms, and I worked with Republicans and
Derderian. Bruce Gwinn, Consuela Even now, consumers are realizing Democrats in both chambers to refine

Washington, and Jeff Duncan-all de- the time and cost benefits of electronic this legislation. On March 25 of 1999.
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Senators WYDEN. MCCAIN, BURNs, LOTT, lsted with respect to our treatment of Mr. President, I would like to address
and I introduced the "Millennium Dig- existing contract law. Although we two additional points related to pre-
ital Commerce Act" (S. 761); Rep- strongly believe that our General Rule erption. First, UETA includes a provi-
resentative ANNA ESHo introduced the is formulated in the least onerous in- sion that permits a state to prescribe
Nouse companion later that day. My carnation, Section 101(b) clarifies that delivery methods" for various
staff continued to consult with Chair- principles of contract law, which have records. I saw this as a potential loop-
man BLILEY in order to refine our sub- been established over a millennium of hole to the bill, which would allow a
stantive approach to this issue, and his commerce, remain in effect and should state to circumvent the intent of the
electronic signature legislation, H.R. continue to guide transactions nation- general rule and require that an elec-
1714. was introduced on May 6, 1999. As wide. It is the strong belief of the con- tronic document be delivered via phys-
I noted, S. 761 was the first electronic ference that the decision whether or ical methods-most likely "first class"
signature bill introduced in the 106th not to participate in electronic ton- mail. It should be clear to all that the
Congress. Thanks to the gracious as- merce is completely voluntary, and if federal legislation would not permit
sistance of Chairman MCCAIN. our bill the parties decide to do so, the bill such a delivery method requirement.
received its first hearing in the Senate grants parties to a transaction the and we have specified as much in the
Commerce Committee on May 27 of freedom to determine the technologies preemption section. Second, I believed
last year. On June 23 it was passed out and business methods to employ in the that the House version of the preemp.
of the Commerce Committee on a execution of an electronic contract or tion was unnecessarily overbroad, and
unanimous 19-0 vote. I would note that other record, went so far as to seriously hamper the
the version of the bill passed out by the Under the consent provisions, a con- ability of a state or local government
Committee included provisions regard- sumer must affirmatively consent to to perform those governing functions
ing both electronic signatures and ele- the provision of records in electronic entrusted to it by the citiaens. I am
tronic records, form, and there must be a reasonable pleased that the conference agreed

During the fall of 1999, we made sev- demonstration that the consumer can with my opinion, and that the lan-
oral attempts to pass this bill by unan- access electronic records. For the im- guage was changed in response.
imous consent agreement in the Sen- mediate future, the conference envi- The "consumer protection" provi-
ate, but unfortunately, we were unable slons this "electronic consent" to take sions of this legislation specify that
to proceed because several Members the form of either a web-page based any notice of product recalls or can-
had concerns relating to the inclusion consumer affirmation, or a reply to a cllation, or termination of utility
of electronic records in the legislation. business' electronic mailing which in- services, among other items, are to be
Given our need to accommodate the ludes an affirmation by the consumer excluded from the scope of this legisla'
Senate's schedule, we made a decision that he or she could open provided at- tion. This means, of course, that the
to pass a substitute bill that excluded tachments. I eagerly await future tech- validity of these notices may be denied
the records provisions, and the Abra- nology developments that render the solely because they are in electronic
ham-Wyden-Leahy substitute amend- burdens this section imposes on con- form. I hope that industry does not shy
ment passed the Senate unanimously sumers and businesses obsolete, away from providing these notices
an November 19. 1999. This provision, in combination with electronically-as well as in paper-as

At the time the Senate passed S. 761, the simple fact that the use of elec- it seems to me that electronic "any-
Senator LoT and I made clear our in- tronic records by a consumer and right place, anytime" notification of a prod-
tention to work for inclusion of elec- to contract generally are completely uct recall or utility shutoff would be
tronic records provisions in the final voluntary, should ensure that no con, extremely valuable. Especially to a
bill. I am pleased to say that with sumer will be forced by any business to resident of northern Michigan on busi-
much effort, the bill is being passed accept any electronic document that ness or vacation travel, whose furnace
today as conceived nearly two years the consumer does not wish to receive, was subject to recall during the dead of
ago-granting legal certainty to bath It is well worth noting that the term winter.
electronic records and signatures. "consumer" does not include business- Mr. President, because of the benefits

Mr. President. at this point I would to-business transactions, which will of "anyplace, anytime" notice-and es-
like to speak to several of the key prin- allow businesses to take full advantage pecially in light of the strong consent
ciplm of this legislation, which I be- of the efficiency opportunities pro- provisions in the bill-I believe con-
lieve will provide the legal framework sented by this legislation sumers should be free to choose to re-
needed for the continued growth of e- As I have noted, the central purpose ceive any type record electronically.
commerce, of this legislation is to establish a no- even those expressly precluded in this
The general rule of this legislation tion-wide baseline for the legal rer- legislation. I hope the appropriate rat-

Iere Ive lear tagte terms:a taincy of electronic signatures and ulatory agencies will utiliae the au-
siee In very clear, targeted terms: "a records. The States themselves have thority granted in this bill to allow all

gnayure on t .be d le eecr Varecogniaed the need for uniformity in records, even those precluded fromIlditmay not be denied legal effect, laws governing a-commerce, and in electronic transmission by this legisla-

it is in electronic form". July of last year. the National Con- tion, to be sent electronically.
Mr, President. the ward 'solely" Is ference of Commissioners on Uniform The Legislation does not prevent

pivotal in this content: it means that State Law (NCCUSL) reported out states from establishing standards for

electronic writings are not to be dis- model legislation designed to unify electronic transactions with their con-

criminated against, but Instead are to state law in a market oriented, tech- stituents. Just as the Government Pa-

be judged according to existing prin- nologyneutral approach. I believe that perwork Elimination Act provided the

cieshof Contract law, the eventual adoption of UETA by all Federal government the authority to
With this language, the "achillns 50 states in a manner consistent with set standards for electronic regulatory

heel" of all of e-commerce is pro- the version reported by NCCUSL will filing and reporting, so too should the

ctted-the "electronic" nature of a provide the same national uniformity States have the ability to set standards
contract will not be used to attack the which is established in the Federal leg- for electronic submission with a State
validit of a contract. islation. For that reason, and at my in- or political subdivision. And, like any

Mr. Prsident. I view this as my sin- sistence, when a state adopts the "Uni- business, the Federal government and
gle most important contribution to the form Electronic Transactions Act" the States also have the ability to es-
future of electronic commerce, and (UETA) as reported by NCCUSL, the tablish procedures and standards for
would like to thank Senators MCCAIN, federal preemption provided in this bill procuring goods and services online.
WYDEN. GOAMM, and HATCH for their is superceded. In the meantime, the The bil directs the Department of
counsel and support in writing this sec- preemption contained in the Federal Commerce and Office of Management
tion of the legislation, Act will ensure a uniform standard of and Budget to report on Federal laws

This section of the legislation was legal certainty for both electronic sig- and regulations that might pose bar-
added to ensure that no ambiguity ex- natures and electronic records. riers to e-commerce and report back to
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Congress on the impact of such provi- termine the type of authentication but he and his staff likewise worked
sions and provide suggestions for re- technologies used in international very closely with us throughout this
form. Such a report will serve as the commerce, effort.
basis for Congressional action, or inac- Mr, President, it is my hope that The support and counsel of Senator
tion, in the future, adoption of these principles will in- WYDEN, my partner in introducing this

This was one of the final sections of crease the likelihood of an open, mar- bipartisan bill last year, has also been
the language to be modified in response ket-based international framework for essential to bridging the conceptual
to my concerns. The original proposal electronic commerce. differences between colleagues on both
by the Administration to deny legal Mr, President. two years ago I be- sides of the aisle. Despite the different
validity for records required to be re- lieved that If we, as a body, could approaches we occasionally endorsed, I
tained by Federal or State law or regu- maintain a spirit of bipartisanship and could always count on his sincere ef-
lation until October 1. of 2001 was, in a strong commitment to principles of forts to find common ground on this
my opinion, needlessly ensessive and free commerce, that we were poised to legislation. Senator WYDEN and his leg-
punitive to those consumers and busi- produce the landmark accomplishment islative director, Carole Grunberg did
nesses prepared to leap now into the of this Congress. Well we took these yeoman's work on this bill, and for
electronit age. I maintained that Fed- commitments seriously, and I believe that I wish to express my true appre-
eral and State agencies should be pro- our work product will be hailed for ciation.
vided only six months time to develop generations to come as the grounds I also commend Senator PAT LEAHY
standards to ensure document validity upon which the dream of a prosperous and his counsel. Julie Katzman for
and integrity, so as to not inappropri- new economy became a reality-and their contributions to this bill. Indeed,
ately burden the private sector. Objet- well beyond our expectations. we worked hard in putting together the
tive individuals outside the process I am pleased to say that we have al- ingredients that made up the Senate
with experience in developing and im- ready begun work on the next legisla- version of this legislation, the final
plementing regulations at the Federal tive effort to help this nation shift to amendment which was adopted by the
and State level assured me that six the electronic world, addressing the op- Senate when we passed this last year.
months was feasible. In the end, how- portionment of liability for violations Senator LEAHY s continuing interest.
ever, we effectively agreed upon an of duty and trust, and the protection of involvement, and support were very
eight-month delayed implementation. information and user confidentiality in irmurt ant to our sufess.
And finally, language which House ne- electronic commerce. Mr. President, I st also espress my grotitude to
gotiators insisted upon which would welcome the help of my colleagues who the Senate leadership for their pa-
have needlessly created an uneven have been with me in the effort to pro- tience as well as their persistence in
playing field for the financial services tect electronic signatures and records, moving this legislation. I truly appre-
industry was also dropped at my re- I look forward to again working closely ciate the assistance of Dave Hoppe.
quest, with the states and industry andI Sartcci, and Rena

Since the Intrnet is inherently an hope to deliver to the American public Sennect of the Senote Majority Lead
international medium, consideration corresponding legislation that is as er's staff.
must be given to the manner in which well-contemplated and effective as S. Massould also like to give thanks to

the U.S. will conduct business with 761 in the next Congress. far his assistance and support through

overseas governments and businesses. Before I close, there are a number of for processistdraeting shipoetlthaouon
This legislation therefore sets forth a individuals whom I would like to thank Massachusetts should be proud of the
series of principles for the inter- for their hard work, and without excep- wk done by their Governor and his

national use of electronic signatures. tion. for their endurance. First. I would staff on this bill, especially the Gov-
In the last year. U.S. negotiators have like to recognize Chairman MCCAIN for ernors Special Counsel for e-colh -
been meeting with the European Com- his assistance and dedication to this ef- Sepoecil Cenoe fo ascammerre. Daniel Greenwood. to assure
missioners to discuss electronic signa- fort. The Chairman was one of the that state and federal law governing e-
tures in international commerce. In original cosponsors of this legislation, commerce are coes limentay.
these negotiations, the U.S. Depart- and lent a great deal of support well Finally, I would like to recognize the
ment of Commerce and the State De- before any of the current attention was efforts of three members of my own
partment have worked in support of an being paid to the issue of the legal cer- staff who are here tonight. My legisla-
open system governing the use of au- tainty of electronic commerce. Senator tiye assistant, Kevin Kolevar. my Judi-
thentication technologies. Some Euro- MCCzAIN's constant momentum elimi- ciary Committee Counsel, Chase Hutto.
pean nations oppose this concept, how- nated many obstacles Over the past 18 and my Administrative Assistant Cesar
ever. For eample. Germany insists months and kept this process moving Condo.
that electronic transactions involving forward. I thank them for their tireless efforts
a German company must utilize a Ger- Without his efforts and those of Mark and loyalty, and recognize they possess
man electronic signature application. I Buse and Maureen McLaughlin of the both the tremendous vision necessary
applaud the Administration for their Senate Commerce Committee staff, I to conceive of this legislation back in
steadfast opposition to that approach. certainly wouldn't be making this November of 1998. and the dedication to
This bill will bolster and strengthen statement todayt bring It to the point of final passage
the U.S. position in these international I would also like so sincerely thank today.
negotiations by establishing the fol- my friend, Senator PHIL GRAMM, Chair- I would just Indicate that without
lowing principles as the will of the man of our Banking Committee. whose these three gentleman and their hard
Congress: dedication to those important prin- work, numerous impasses that seemed

One, paper-based obstacles to elec- ciples of economic freedom was a key to have doomed this legislation would
tronic transactions must be elimi- ingredient in guiding our legislation not have been surmounted. Their will-
nated, through the past year and a half. ingness to creatively examine the prob-

Two. parties to an electronic trans The expertise which he and his staff- less we were confronting and come up
action should choose the electronic au- ers Geoff Gray and Wayne Abernathy with new approaches that offered all
thentication technology. brought to the table was absolutely in- the participants an opportunity to

Three, parties to a transaction dispensable. Senator GRAMM ensured work together to find a common
should have the opportunity to prove that this legislation's propound impact ground were absolutely Indispensable
in court that their authentication ap- on the financial services industry will to this success. I certainly can attest
proach and transactions are valid, be a positive one. to the long hours that were put in by

Four, the international approach to I also want to acknowledge our Judi these individuals to make sure that we
electronic signatures should take a ciary chairman, Senator HATCH, who I completed this project and that we are
non-discriminatory approach to elec- understand will not be participating in in a position to pass this legislation.
ironic signature. This will allow the the final vote on this legislation to- As people look back on this effort,
free market-not a government-to de- morrow due to another commitment, and I think they will with a sense that
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this was an important achievement, all goods and services once unavailable on Senate bill. the House-passed bill in-
three of these individuals will be ac- the Internet. eluded references to "electronic
corded the praise they deserve for their The ability to make binding con records" throughout the provisions of
efforts, tracts online, that reach across state the bill. By including electronic

In closing, let me urge my colleagues borders, will drive down transaction records along with electronic signa-
to support final passage of the con- costs. The financial industry alone ex- tures, the House bill extended the
ference report tomorrow morning. I be- pects to save millions of dollars a year scope of the bill to cover disclosures re-
lieve that we are passing a very impor- due to efficiencies derived from elec- quired under various laws and regla-
tant. landmark piece of legislation tronic signatures. cons.
that will provide a stimulus to the new Consumers will save money and time. Far more than other industries, fi-
economy the likes of which we have also. With electronic signatures per- oancial services companies such as
not previously seen. I believe it is one sons will no longer need to sign certain banks, insurance companies and securi-
of the most important steps we can contracts in person or communicate ties firms are impacted by these disclo-
take as a Congress to remove some of via mail Now, persons will be able to sure laws. Not only these industries,
the barriers and impediments that enter into contracts and purchase but these disclosure laws themselves
might prevent us from fully enjoying items, like care loans, from the coe- fall under thejurisdiction of the Bank-
the benefits of the new technologies, fort of their own homes. Certainly, ing Committee. I am pleased that
and I believe that as it becomes the law consumers will save money with this members of the Banking Committee
of the land, and subsequently as it is new level of competition, and save were able to serve on the conference
used as a basis for the entering into of time conducting their daily affairs' committee to ensure that these provi-
transactions through e-commerce, we As people are able to conduct more sions were drafted in an appropriate
will look back on these achievements and more business transactions online, and workable fashion.
with great pride. I am happy to have I think we'll look back one day and try There remain some problems with
been part of it. I thank all of my col to remember what it was like without the bill, but I do not believe them to be
leagues who made this possible. electronic signatures' overwhelming. 

T
here are those who are

Mr. ROBB Mr. President. I rise Mr. President, I look forward to this fearful of the electronic market place,
today in strong support of the con- bill becoming law and that fear found its expression in
ference report on the Milenua Dig Mr. GRAMM, Mr. President, I rise the debates in the conference com-
ital Commerce Act, a bill which I be- today in support of the conference re mittee. It found its expression In provi-
lieve will help us remove one of tise port on S. 761. the Electronic Siga- sions in this bill that apply standards
most imposing barriers to the growth tures in Global and National Commerce to electronic commerce that are not
of electronic commerce-the lack of a Act, also known as the E-SIGN bill. applied to paper commerce. That is not
way to verify the validity of contracts The bill establishes a uniform national unusual. Every major technological ad-
entered into over the web. standard for treating electronic signa- vance has met with fear before its full

As the Internet becomes more ubiq- tures, contracts and disclosures are le- benefits were embraced. It may seem
uitous in society and the lines between gally binding in the same way that odd, but not over one hundred years
paper and electronic worlds blur, it is physical signatures, paper contracts ago there was a very spirited congres
crucial that we find ways to adapt and paper disclosures are legally bind slonal debate about whether it was safe
older regulatory structures such as ing. The bill will allow American busi- to buy an automobile for transporting
contract law to the new world of Inter- nesses to become more efficient and the President. Voices were loudly
net commerce. By providing a frame- productive through use of the Internet raised in Congress that automobile
work for digital signatures, the and other forms of electronic com- transportation was not safe, that it
Millenium Digital Commerce Act will merce, rather than being forced to use was too risky to let the President be
dojust that, and I'm pleased that we're paper for all binding agreements. Fur- transported in anything other than a
about to send it to the President's desk ther. it will expand for consumers - horse-drawn carriage. Governments
for signature, erywhere the availability of products passed restrictions automobile use

I'm particularly pleased that the con and services as well as permit tremen- t hat ould silly to us todhy
ferem were able to work through some dous time savings. With consumers no have been raised about electronic co-
of the complicated consumer protec- longer bound by expensive and time-ab- merce will very soon sound silly. In
tion issues on this bill, Throughout the sorbing requirements to complete fact, many of them do not make much
conference negotiations, there were transactions through the mail or in sese today. That is why I am pleased
those who suggested that we should use person, consumer costs will decline and that this legislation will allow the reg-this bill to relax some of our most im- choices will grow. Working from home ulators to remove many of these oner-
portnt consumer protection laws. I computers, people will increasingly be ous restrictions if the fears prove un-
appreciate the efforts of Senators able to pay bills, apply for mortgages. founded. as I expect that they will. And
LEAHY, MCCAIN, ABRAHAM and others in trade securities, and purchase goods as I expect the fear to prove unfounded.
working to temper these efforts, and and services wherever and whenever I expect the regulators to act vigor-
believe that the final product is much they choose. The reach of the consumer ously to remove unnecessary restric-
better for it. will extend around the globe. tions and requirements. Electronic

While I strongly support this legisla- Mr. President, Senator SPENCERc
tion. I regret that a prior commitment ABRAHAM deserves the lion's share of er regulatory restrictions than does
will prevent me from being here tomor- the credit for this legislation. He began the quill pen, if this is to be a system
row to vote in favor of it. In my ab- this process back in l998, fathering not for the wenty-first century.
sence, I urge each of my colleagues to only the Senate bill, but subsequently We will watch very closely the devel-
support this landmark agreement, generating interest on the House side. opeent of electronic commerce, If this
which will help the Interoet realize its He continued providing tethnical and legislation proves to put an unneces-
full potential, drafting assistance throughout the sary burden on electronic commerce,

Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President. last process. Without Senator ABRAAMI 5 and if the regulators fail to act, or if
night the other body overwhelmingly persistence, and his clear, constant vi- legislation is needed, we will then take
approved the conference report accom- sion of what we need to accomplish, vigorous action in the Congress to cor
panying S. 761, the Electronic Signa- there would be no bill. rect the situation and make the pur-
tures in Global and National Commerce This legislation will have a profound poses of this legislation a reality,
Act, by a vote of 4264. The Senate is impact on the financial services indus- Mr. LAUTENBERG, Mr. President,
eopected to take the report up soon. tries. "Electronic records" is the term this bill includes a critical measure to

I support the conference report on S. in the legislation that would encom- make .08 the national drunk driving
761 because paper-less transactions will pass the disclosures that banks and standard.
give our Information Age economy a other financial services companies Chairman SHELBY and I both care
boost, and allow persons to shop for must provide to consumers. Unlike the deeply about improving transportation
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across this country, but we also share a tial purpose of the legislation was to
commitment to making sure our trans- legalize the use of digital signatures
portation systems are as safe as pot- for contracting electronically, mostly
sible. One of the most important things via the internet. The States for several
we can do to keep our families safe on years had been working on adopting a
our nation's roads is to keep drunk model law-the Uniform Electronic
drivers off those roads. Transaction Act (UETA)-whIch was to

Mr. President, the Senate already be adopted by the States for the pur-
voted in favor of the .08 standard in pose of creating unifornity. This proc-
1998. The Senate overwhelming passed ass was to be akin to the adoption of
the Lautenberg-DeWine .08 amendment the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).
to TEA-21 by a vote of 62-32. However, a number of industries, most

But, ultimately, the American public notably those in the high-toch field,
did not get the safety legislation that felt that it could take years for all
they deserved when a national .08 States to adopt the model law. Thus.
standard was not included in the final they sought Federal preemption. Bills
TEA-21 conference report that was sent eventually were introduced in both
to the President. Chambers. Senator ABRAHAM intro-

The TEA-21 conference report re- duced the legislation in the Senate,
moved the Senate-passed .0 standard and Congressman BLILEY introduced
and replaced it with an incentive grant legislation in the House (H.R. 1714).
program, that, while well intentioned, As noted, the Senate bill-introduced
frankly is not working. Only two states on March 25, 1999-was referred to and
have passed .08 BAC since TEA-21 was considered by the Commerce Com-
enacted two years ago and it seems mittee. After holding a hearing on May
very unlikely that any other state will 27. 1999. the committee reported the
be motivated by the incentive grants bill on June 23. 1919. At that time, we
over the next few years* were advised that the general purpose

Mr. President, we have learned with of the bill was to establish a Federal
other effective drunk driving legisla- temporary and backup law, so as to en-
tion such as the minimum 21 drinking sure the national use of electronic sig-
age and zero tolerance that weak in- natures until the model law was adopt-
centive programs do not work-but na- ed by the States.
tional standards do. Dating the committee's consider-

I would assure my colleagues that atlon of S. 71. I indicated that I did
the .08 provisions in this bill today do not have a problem with establishing
not alter the TEA-21 incentive grant uniformity however, because the legis-
program. So if your state is receiving lation ultimately affects State con-
incentive grant funds, you will con- tract law, I was concerned about pre-
tinue to receive every cent you are en- serving the right of States to adopt
titled to under the current program, their own laws, given that States al-

For over a decade-in both Repub- ready were working on the adoption of
leian and Democratic Administrations, a model law. In the field of commercial
the National Highway Traffic Safety law, the States had a similar experi-
Administration has been telling Con- ence with the UCC. Thus, I saw no rea-
gross that the .08 standard is the best son to prevent the States from adher
way to ensure safety on our roads and ing to the same process with respect to
lowor the number of fatalities which digital signatures. I made it clear to
result from drunk driving. Senator ABRAHAM that I would not sup-

In fact, the National Highway Traffic port the bill-in fact, that I would seek
Safety Administration (NHTSA) esti- to block its passage-if the legislation
mates that a national .09 standard will did not preserve the autonomy of
save approximately 5l lives per year. States to adopt the model law that

Make no mistake-drivers at .08 are they were considering. I also sought to
drunk and should not be on the road. make sure States were able to adopt
According to NHTSA, at .08, drivers are the model law in a manner consistent
impaired in their ability to steer, with their consumer protection laws.
brake, change lanes, use goodjudgment Senator ABRAHAM and I were able to
and focus their attention, come to an agreement so as to ensure

Their ability to perform these crit- that the legislation, as reported by the
ical tasks may decrease by as much as committee, was consistent with these
60 percent. principles. The legislation was unani-

We must keep these drivers off the mously reported by the committee on
road in order to keep our families safe. June 23.1999.

I am grateful to my colleagues for in- Once reported, Senator LEAHY
cluding the .10 provisions in this bill worked to procure a number of changes
today. Now we look to the House of designed to ensure the non-applica-
Representatives to follow our lead and bility of the bill to certain agreements,
work with us to produce a conference including marital and landlord tenant
report that retains this critical safety relationships. The legislation was
legislation, passed by the Senate on November 19,

I yield the floor. 1999.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I rise I should note that before final pas-

to speak in favor of the passage of the sage of the bill. I objected to its pas-
conference report on S. 761, the elec- sage by unanimous consent because of
tronic signatures bill. This legislation the inclusion of language providing
was originally considered and reported that the legislation applied to the busi-
by the Commerce Committee. The ini- ness of insurance. I objected because
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that language was not in the Senate
bill as reported by the Commerce Com-
mittee, but more significantly, I ob-

jected because insurance companies are
regulated by the States. Because the
matter had not been addressed by the
Commerce Committee, and because In-
surance is under thejurisdiction of the
Commerce Committee, I wanted some
clarification on the issue, and assur-
ance that the issue of State insurance
regulation would be addressed in the
legislative conference on the bill. Sen-
ator ABRAHAM. through a calloquy,
agreed that the issue would be ad-
dressed during conference discussions.

The House bill-H.R. 1714-was passed
last November as well. It, however, was
more extensive, and severe, than the
Senate bill. It did not provide regu-
latory flexibility to the States to allow
them to adopt the model law In con-
formance with their consumer protec-
tion laws: it included provisions re-
garding Government electronic filing
and record keeping-which was beyond
the original purpose of the legislation;
and provisions specifying the manner
in which consumers' consent could be
obtained for the use of electronic sig-
natures. Reservations and opposition
to the bill were heard from state offi-
cials and the consumer community.

These groups had a right to be con-
cerned about the bill. The legislation,
pursuant to its "consent provisions"
would have allowed consumers to be
easily induced into giving their con-
sent to contract electronically, even if
they didn't own or have access to a
computer. In other words, pursuant to
certain inducements by a commercial
entity-i.e., through an offer that the
consumer could get the product cheap-
er if he or she agreed to a transaction
electronically-consumers could have
been placed in positions whereby they
walked away from a commercial agree-
ment in person without any paper or
documentation and potentially no
means of accessing the actual contents
of the agreement later, including any
additional notices or disclosures
they're required to receive with con-
sumer purchases. With respect to the
record retention requirements that
states impose on commercial entities,
such as insurance companies, the legis-
lation, would have substantially under-
mined the ability of States to ensure
that businesses retained important
documents, such as financial state-
ments and records, and that States re-
tained access to those documents.

The conference discussions on the
bill began between the Senate and
House immediately after the Senate
conferees were appointed in March of
this year. Subsequently. however the
majority staff of the Senate and House
began to convene among themselves.
On May 15, the majority presented a
draft conference agreement to the
Democratic Members. After reviewing
the document. I made it clear that not
only would I not support the proposal.
but if offered up, I would do all I could
to kill the measure. I should note, how-
ever, that every other Democratic
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Member of the conference-Senators
LEAHY, SARBANES, WYDEN, KERRY.
INOUYE, and ROCKEFELLER as well as
Congressman DINGELL and Congress-
man MARKEY-in addition to the ad-
ministration, opposed the measure. In
light of this opposition, the majority
Members, and the high-tech industry.
knew they would not achieve passage
of the prop sl

The probdems with the draft include
the following:

Similar to the House bill. it would
have allowed businesses to induce con-
sumers into signing and consummating
contracts electronically even in face to
face transactions. Consequently, a per-
son could walk away from a major
agreement without any paperwork. The
actual agreement would have been e-
mailed to the purchaser. In that situa-
tion. however, the consumer would
have no way of proving that the docu-
ment that he or she received by e-mail
is the deal that he or she actually
agreed to. Moreover, there would be no
paperwork on warranties and no guar-
antee that a person could access the
documents if that person doesn't own a
computer or doesn't have the proper
comuser software of hardware.

Additionally, the draft provided that
after a consumer consented, in the
event a company changed the hardware
or software that prevented the con-
sumer from receiving or reviewing the
document, the burden would have been
on the consumer, not the company to
purchase the correct hardware and
software.

The draft also included the onerous
record retention provisions of the
House bill.

After the draft was rejected by the
Democratic Members. I suggested to
my friend, TOM BLILEY, the chairman
of the Conference, that the only way a
bill was going to pass this year was
that it had to be an agreement of a bi-
partisan nature. Given that Congress-
man BLILEY's bill was so far different
from where most Democrats were, I
knew that if we could come to an
agreement. we could achieve a bipar
tsa measure. He agreed. I suggested
that he meet with a group of Demo-
cratic Members and the representatives
of the administration to develop a bi-
partisan draft to present to the con,
ference. He agreed to this recommenda-
tion as well. Subsequently, his staff
met with Democratic staff members
and representatives of the adminisra-
tion and eventually constructed a bi-
partisan Conference draft. That docu-
ment included major revisions of the
consumer consent, preemption and
record retention provisions. Those pro-
visions provided significantly more
protections to consumers and protec-
tions of state regulatory authority.

When the draft was first presented to
the conference, there were objections.
However, it led to a second bipartisan
discussion between the Democratic
Members along with the Administr-
tion and she two Republican principals.
Congressman BLILEY and Senator
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MCCAIN-wh also recognized the need
for a bipartisan consensus. Through
the efforts of Senator MCCAIN, we even-
tually were able to agree on a final
draft of the bipartisan measure.

I am proud to say that the final con-
ference report includes major protec-
tions for consumers and the States.
Does it include all I would have liked
for it to? Of course not. However, it
does represent a commendable effort
by Republican and Democratic con-
ferees to put forth a law that accom-
plishes the original goal of establishing
a legal framework for the new digital
world, while maintaining important
protections for American consumers. I
have joined with Senators SARBANES
and WYDEN introducing an explanatory
statement of the legislation. which de-
tails how the bill affects consumers
and State governments. I would, how-
ever, like to highlight a few important
provisions:

(1) The agreement ensures that con
sumers. when giving consent to do a
transaction electronically, before their
consent can be valid, must be informed
of their right to receive records in
paper, and of the right to withdraw
their consent once given, and that
there be some demonstration that the
consumer can actually access and re-
tain the document.

(2) It ensures that consumers are able
to withdraw consent to receive their
required notices under the contract in
the event the provider changes the
hardware or software in a manner
which prevents the consumer from ac-
cessing and retaining the document,
without costs and fees.

(3) It preserves state unfair and de-
ceptise trade practices laws, so as to
ensure that the use of electronic signa-
tures and electronic transactions can-
not be used to evade the requirements
and prohibitions of these laws,

(4) It preserves important aspects of
Federal and State record retention
laws and requirements, and gives
States some reasonable time to con-
form their regulations in light of the
legislation's affirmation of electronic
record retention by regulated Indus-
tries.

Mr. President. I would like to com-
mend Congressman BLILEY. and Sen-
ator MCCAIN for their efforts to forge
an agreement on the legislation. I also
want to commend all my Democratic
colleagues and their staff, and the rep-
resentatives of the administration for
their admirable work on this
legislation.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President. I am
very pleased to be able to bring to the
floor of the Senate this conference e-
port of S. 76. the Electronic Signa-
tures in Global and National Commerce
Act, along with my colleagues from the
Commerce and Judiciary Committees.

First and foremost, the success of
this effort is the result of the leader-
ship of Chairman BLILEY and Chairman
MCCAIN. Their commitment to working
in a bipartisan manner ultimately car-
ried the day.
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I also want to thank Senator HOL-

LINGS, Senator LEAHY. Senator WYDEN,
and Representative DiNGLL. Without
the leadership exhibited by these 4
members, and the long hours, hard
work, and dedication of their key staff
(Moses Boyd, Kevin Kayes, Julie
Katzman. Carol Grunberg Consuela
Washington. and Bruce Gwlnn) we
would never have reached this agree-
went.

Finally, the Administration, through
its representatives from the Commerce
and Treasury Departments (Andy
Pincus and Gary Gensler). as well as
the White House (Sarah Rosen-
Wartell), played a crucial and con-
structive role in putting together the
package we have before us.

Mr. resident. I support this bipar-
tisan conference report. This new law
croates a solid legal foundation upon
which electronic commerce can grow
and prosper. with benefits for many
consumers and businesses.

It is apparent to all of us that more
and more business will be done on-line
in the future, and that this will be true
both for business-to-business commerce
and for consumer transactions.

We need to be mindful, however, that
while this trend will likely continue,
many Americans do not today partici-
pate in the electronic world. Indeed.
they cannot participate in this world
in any meaningful way.

To make this point, I want to share
with my colleagues the findings of a
July, 1999 Commerce Department re-
port entitled "Falling Through the
Net: Defining the Digital Divide:-

First. about 70 percent of Americans
do not yet have access to the internet:

Urban households with incomes of
$75,000 and higher are more than twen-
ty times more likely to have access to
the internet than rural households at
the lowest income levels and they are
more than nine times more likely to
have a computer at home;

Whites are more likely to have ac-
cess to the internet from home than
Blacks or Hispanics have from any lo-
ration;

Regardless of income level, Ameri-
cans living in rural areas lag on inter-
net access. At the lowest income levels.
those in urban areas are more than
twice as likely to have access than
rural families with the same income.

These facts are alarming. More dis-
tressing, is the fact that, as bad as
these numbers are, the trends are mov-
ing in the wrong direction. The Com-
merce Department reports that the
digital divide is actuallygrowing.

Fo . .ample, the gap between white
and minority households has grown 5
percentage points in just one year.
from 1997 to 199.

The gap. based both on education and
income increased by 25 and 29 percent
in the past year, respectively.

These dramatic and disturbing find-
ings underline the importance of ensur-
ing that, as we move to an electronic
world, we make sure that longstanding
consumer protections survive the tran-
sition. Many of us made clear from the
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beginning that our goal was to ensure is a compelling governmental interest by this bill because they are part of aequivalent consumer protections for in law enforcement. uniquely Grmental operation. Likewise.transactions conducted in the paper Let me raise one specific example activities conducted by private parties prin-and electronic worlds. We have largely among many, of where this provisonipolly fur gncernmental perposes are notcovered by this hilIL Thos, foe esemple the
achieved that goal. ought to be exercised. The Securities act of bellemleg sgnatres o plate a nt

First among these protections is the and Exchange Commission should use nation on a ballot would not be covered, evencommen sense provision incorporated this provision to require brokers to though It might have some exs wlith rmin the report that consumer consent to keep written records of agreements re- metre (such as the signature collectors' can-
engage in electronic commerce be quired to be obtained by the SEC's tract of employment).
given electronically. This is a prote- penny stock rules. Investors in the se ral Rale ef Fabdoy. hection lilla)(1)end (2). The Conferees added the word itoleon against unscrupulous and abusive cantles markets have been the victimn ly" in both sections 101(a)(1) and (2) to en-practices as wel as Inadvertent nis- of p-esny stock abuse for mare than a sure that electrtn contracts and sigaaturestakes by well meaning vendors, decade. The SEC must exercise every am not inadvertently iutnird by this AtElentronic consent will greatly en- tool at its disposal to fight this kind of from challenge on grounds other than the ab-hence the consumer confidence to do fraud. since of a physical writing or signature.business a-line, without resulting in Finally, we narrowed the scope of the Compane and consumers should only beadditional burden on businesses-they legislation to ensure that certain no- eb e agree to reasenabIo electronic signa-tore rechnologies. As the definition of theae, after all, already committed to tices that simply cannot effectively be taecir sigatne osaies clear, the aler-
communicating with the consumer made electronically, such as docu-a troonigaure msknl ca r thi Act
electronically ments carried by vehicles hauling ha- if the person nenoded o sign rhe mtrat . A

The best demonstration of the impor- ardous materials, will continue to be in person acceptg an electronic signaturetanoe of electronic consent is the fact paper form. shuald bane a deny of rare so determiot Ifthat the initial conference draft that As many of you know, it was not at the sigo atae auy we cre ttd by the perwas provided to Conferees was cir- all clear that we were going to be able s t whom iris atribted.
Araterratn of Righ and Obligatlns. Sec-culated via e-mail. Yet, despite the to deliver this bipartisan, largely con- sion ll(b)(f). The Conferets added a newfact that our staff is more techno- sensus product to the floor. There were section lOlb)(i) whith prevides that thislogically sophisticated than the aver- many times when negotiations threat- Tit]t I dam not "limit. alter, or otherwise

age American consumer, many of them ened to unravel. affejr any requirement Imposed by a statute,were unable to download the document But we stuck to it; we continued to egulatio., or rule of law relating to theand bad to have paper copies hand de- show a willingness to consider and re- ighes nd obligations of persns nder such
livered. consider many issues that came up. tatute, regulation, or rule of law .her than

Now, imagine if that was a notice of even after agreement on many of those n eqrewas tt signtd, or n nocher
recurds be wcrnceeri sgned, or is nuttier-change in mortgage servicing, or a no- issues was achieved. Eventually, we wootc form." This savings Imise makestice that health insurance benefits are were able to close the few remaining clear that existing legal requirements thatbeing cut back. or that auto insurance gaps and come to a final compromise, do not involve the writing. signatre, oris being rancelled. That family could Mr. President. these changes make paper form of a contrat or other record arevery well find itself with a sick child this a good piece of legislation worthy 000 affected by Title I. As a result, laws oron no health insurance, of our support. I urge all my colleagues regnlinis or common law mies that pro-hbt fraud or uofair tmde or deceptise prac-

Electronic consent would have avoid, to do so. and. once again, commend the tres or unconscinaooal cotracts ae nt of-
ed that problem by ensuring that the leaders who brought this effort to a fered by this Act. The use of the wordsole-consumer is able to read the records successful conclusion. ly" throughout section 101(a) is Intended toprovided. Finally, I ask unanimous consent to ensure a contract, notice or dirlourre whichElectronic consent is not, as some insert for the RECORD some more spe- is provided electronimlly gals no addisonalpeople have sought to portray it, rel- cific observations on a number of pro- vildlty or antiry against ohllenge Just
roast only for a transitional period, visions of the legislatio on behalf of beause in it electronic farm. The val.d.Iy
Compatibility among systems is al- Senator HOLLINGS, Senator, WYDErn ofa conet obotalinedas the result of at un-

fair or demptime pratice c,, be challengedways important to check, given the and myself, I think this wll lpf d fod o be alid, In s aysignificance of the records being trans given the fact that no statement of records whirh were proded eleetroncally
mitted. In addition, the U.S. mail is managers was included with the final will be deemed to not have been provided tofree to receive and comes to your door. legislation. the consumer. Thas, for xample, . tmns-You do not need a computer to receive There being no objection, the mate- action Into which a com mer enters oter-
the mail You do not need to pay for an rial was ordered to be printed in the troically is still sbject to scrtiny underinternet service provider, and you do RECORD, as follows: applicable state nd Federal laws that pro-
not need to go to a public library to STATrerT OF SENATORS HocLLINcS wyDEN hit unfair and deceptive acts and practies,
fain access to a computer if you don't A00 SARANoS REGa o - ELcRONIC En, if , consomer wer deceived or unfairlyhaveoneat ome Forallthee rn- GNATRESIN L~s ANDNATONA CO11-convinced in some way to enter into the
have one at home. Par all these red A GBA N -electronic transci, state and Federal thsons.alaeetaoiictraneewluw.lscantaandsPeatmi to,sans, electronic consent will be as im hithrAt ke atfair and deceptive prarices laws might stillportnt in the future as it is today. We waot to once c romber of pults ast apply even thong the consumer was prop.Other concerns I had have also been name of the important provisions it the Ant erly notified of their rights under Sectionwe are passing today. Il) and ronseed to the electosie noticesaddressed in this report. 1. S Rpe af gegeirent. Section 101 (,). In and cntrat was properly oolied. In ocherWe have provided bath federal and recommenaing c the Senate vote to pins words. compliancewob the Ac' nrnsomerstate agencies with the authority to in this legIslatIon, we ould lihe ca riarify far nonsentreqoiremenes does ot maha it Ca'terpret and issue guidance on te pro- members Ohn clod nf tmacsations ohor a teceseary for che transantion ad parties o
posed law. Providing this interpretive covered by the hilt You will tore that the she sransactio to comply aish ocher eppliauthority will provide businesses with defint of 'crasantion" inlusdes bu- cable stat , regulailnos or rtem of law.
a cost effoctive way of getting u encommecil, or c . o mer affairs The The basic rules of good faith and fair dealingConferees specifically rejected including ap ly to elect,,,ic commerce.ante in how to implement the new law "germeint1 transactioos Membe r wrtoa af Ifgho and Obligatisa See-Without this authority, these ques- should understand that this bill will not in baa l l~blEI. The Ace specifially avoid,tions would have to have been an- any way affect most govermental t - forcing any contracting pony-whether Oheswered by the courts, after extensive actions, such or law enforcement actions, Goernment ore private party-to use or e-and expensive litigation. We have court actions Issuance of government tpt electronic reords and oloctinsiga-
avoided that problem. grants. applications for or disbursement of tmrs in their contracts. Thus, for example,the conference report gives law en- government benefits, or other activities that where the Government makes a direct loan,forcement agenoies of federal and state gvernmeat condos that prtvate actors the bill would n0 require the s or acept-

the authority they need would nos condece, Even though some as- once of electronic records or siguassret Ingovernments pest of sooh Cavemmenaltransactioes (far the loan transacion, because the Gern-to detect and combat fraud, including example, the Government's issuance of a met would be a party 0o the loan contract.the ability to require the retention of chech reflecting a Government benefit) are The Conferees recognized that, in some In-written records in paper form if there commercial in nature, they are not covered stances, parties to a contract might have
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valid reaso for chasig nt to use er- gitmate company would want to do firn
ironlc signatures and records, and it is best that it has a working communications link
to allow contracting parties the freedom to with Its sstoner.
make that decision for themselves. Pceaersaaon of Corutar PFtaectIos. See'

Ptratedisa Agalost Wtste sad andAbnse. din 101(c)(2)(A). The Conferees preserved an
Sections 101(b)(2), 102(b) and 104(b)(4). Mew- important provislon from the House hill
bhrs should note that several prasinns of wtich provides that: neching In this title
the Conferesca repart are designed to ad- affects the content ar drain a of any dincin-
dress concern about proecting taxpayers sure or other record required to be provided
from waste, fraud and abuse In connectimn or made available to my consumer Onder
wit government contracting or other in- any statute, regulation. ar other rule of
stances Is which the government t, o market law." State and federal law resi mets en
participant. For example. Sections i01(b)(2), delivering documents hare not been ad-
102(b) and 104( ) (4) ad others give agenie dressed in this Act. The undrlying miss on
signficant latitude to accept. reject, or these issues still prevail. It is our view that
plc conditions on the se of electronic s8- records previded electronically to coasmers
natures and records when the government is mast be provided In a manner that has the
acting like a m ket particlant, tame apectation for the consumers acteai

Co~nn is Elerini Rrad&. Section receipt as was contemplated whoa the state
101(c)(1). Thue House hill included an amend- law requirement far 'provided" was passed
meat that required that consumers afrrm- So. for empie. ifo stats e ctqires that a
tively consent befare they can receive disclsue be provided within 24 houre cfd
retarda lineladed reqaired eotire and dissla- ceroaa oeaen aad that the dinelosure intlude

ores and stateesents eletrnlcially that act specific langeage sen tarth nealy nd ran-
legally required to be provided er made spleunly. That reqyirement cosid he met

available in wrtting. Special rules apply to by an electronic disclosure if provided within
electronic transactions entered into b y con- 24 hours of that event, which disclosure in-
sumer. It is the Cogres tintent that nhe claded the specific language, set forth clear-
broadest postible int.epranian shre ld ob ly and enspictously. However, simply p-
applied o the concept of "conser." The vidig a notice electronitly doe nat oavt-
deflniton n Section 106() ts intended to in- at the need to satisfy the underlying stat-
iude persons obtaining credit nd insuranc, ote's quireements for timing and ctetnt.
even sallo and pensions-bcaene all of Section 10I(c)(3) is a narrow saving claso
theteae preducts ar serces width ae ta preserve the integrity of electronic ma-
used primarily for peuroen, family or hause- teas: Just because dna conmers conen
hold purposes" as the word is defined in the to electronic notices and records was not ob-
Act. Amongst the other changes t is ac ta1ad properly does ns mean that die an-
tion made in Conference. the Cerred dtlyieg contract itself is invalid. This pro-
added an Imprtantnneelement: Section sin only affects electronicmords, it sins
10I(c)(I)(C) of the Conference Report requires ply mean that an electroneic cost which
that the consumer "consents electrenically, falls to meet the requirements of section
or confirms his or her consent electronlcally, 101(c) dos not create a new basis fer invalt-
is a meeter that rasonably dem nstrat dating the electronic cotract itself.
that sie consumer can access Information in Retnton of Contracts and Rrnrd. Section
the electrnir form that will be med to pro- 101(d)(1) and Section 1l4(b)(3). The Coefer
tlde the information that is the subject of added provisions that state: "if a statute.
the consent." The purpose of tins provision regulavion, and other rn rqie that a
is to ensue that, when consmers agree to contract or other record relating to a taens-
receisa notics fletdcasnlly. then they can action . . be retaned." the requiement ts
actually open. read. and retain the records met by ratainiag an elcttrolc record of the
that they will be sent nlectronically. The information that curately reflects ie in-
Act reqnie that n sue co anct . formation" and "remais acesible" to all
nronlcally-r confirm their consent elec- who am enVtiled to In "in a ftrm that is na-
trncaly-ia elither case. in a manner that pable of being accurately reproduced far
allows the corumar to test his capacity to later reference .. " Moreover. Federal or
acces and retain the electranic records that State regulatory agencis may interpret this
will be provided to him. The cosumer's cn- requiremet to specify parftrsnan stand
tast to recelse Ieemtrnic records is not ld ards to "assre accracy record Integrity.
uness is is confirmed electronically in a and acressbIlity of recard that me required

mnner meedg the specific reqeimeess of to be ravined." Moreover, the. perform-
Section 01(c)(1){C))ll. ane standards tn hspecified in a anner

Today. many different technologies can be that des not conom to the technology
ned to deliver informean -each with its nutrality peovisons. provided that the re

na- hardware and software reuiremeots. An quiremant sertes and is substantially e-
Individual may not know whether the hard- laned to the achiveent o an imporoaan
were and stwre an his or her compurer governmental objective. These record ten-
will allow a particular technology to oper- tion provisions are essential to the capacity
ate. (All of u have had the experience of of Federal and State reglatory and law en-
being unabI to open an a.mail attacsent.) fa-ment agencas no esre mpliance
Mew hidiidneIs lack the sesholagial so- with laws. For mample. the only way in
phistication to know tie exact technical which a government agency can determine if
sperfflas o their rompuer equipment participats in large gov nmet programs
and taftwar, It is appropriat to require era complying with financil and other e
companies to establish an "electraelc con- quirements of toe programs may be to re-
nectian" with their cussomers hi order to qaire that records be retained in a farm tia
prvide a-oras.e that the -osmer will e tar he readily ac Ible to government
able to access the information the er- auditors. Similarly. agencie must e eable to
tanie form In which it win he sent This require that companies implement anti-tam
ont-ima "electront check ' n be aim paring protectins to ensure nhat eiecrtC nit
pie as an e-mail to the cusomer asking the records cannot be altered easily by money
customer to ronfrn that he or she was able launderers or embners or others seeking to
to open the attachment (f the company hide their Illegal activity. Without the abl-
plas to send notices to the customer via e- ity of these agencies to ascertain program
mail aatchtents) and a reply frem the s complinen through electroni record rean-
camer roflirming that he or she ma able to lien. toepayer cauld be ep-ed I far gree-
open tue attachment. This responslbility Is er risk of fraud and abase. Similarly. bank
not unduly burdensome to e-coerca. As a and other financial regulaors need to re-
matter of good customer relations. ay in- quire that records be retained in order that
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their xaine. c. l e- the safety and
tandnete of the Iestitutions and their com-
pliance with all relevant regulatory require-
ments.

Accuracy and Ability to Retain Contracts and
Other Records. l1(e). The Conferees added
new language in section (e) of i01 to eaab-
fish that a corntract . -card which is r-
qulred ander other law to be in writing loses
its legal validity unless It is provided tier-
tronicay to each party in a manner which
allows each party to retain and us it at
laser time eo prove the teems of the record.

Ataptions to Peaptilon. Section 102(a) al-
lows a state to "medify. limit or supersede
section 1l" in one of two ways: (I) by pass-
Ing dhe Uniform Electronic Transactions Act
("UETA") as approved and roenended for
enactment by the National Centerenres of
Commissioners on Undfora Seava Laws in
199. or (2) by passing another law which
specifics the requitmenets far ose or ecep-
are of electronic records and electronic sig.

ars which is consistent with this Act.
Thee choices far stae are non mutually ex-
clusive. Of course, the rules for consumer
consent and accuracy and rtaalbilty of
electr.oitreords undr this Act chall apply
in all states that pass the Uniform Elec-
tronic Transaction Act or another law on
electnic remrds and signatures in the fn-
twe. unless the store afirmativrly and as-
pressly displaces the requirements of federal
law t. those paints. A state which passed
UETA before the posage of this Act could
not have intended to displace these federal
law requirements. These states would have
to pass another lam to sptrcede or displace
the requirements of section 101. In a ste
whirh eats UETA after passage of this Act,
withos expresty limlltng the consent, in-
tegrity and rotalnablity snbsectiem of 101,
those requirements of this Act would remain
in effect. Tie general provisions of UkTA.
such as the reqirement for ageewent t re-
ceitt electronic records in UETA are not In-
vonsisrenc with and do not displee the more
specific requiements ttacilon such as
the reqreemen for a consumer's consent

and disclosure intstn i01(c .
Is is important to note that Section 103(b)

lits certain notices which are exempted
from the -everaga 101 (such as n-
tices of acellatlen of atility secise or In-
surance coverage). The legni result is that
section I01 simply does not apply to the no-
de listed in session I. Under section
102(.) a state only has the authority t mod-
ify. limit or supecrde the coverage of sec.
tion 1l. We specifically intend that a state
may not use its anthority under section i02,
to authorize solely electronic records of
those notices listed In section 103.

Pnioe of Chsereetion. Section 102e.
Settion 8(b)(2) of UETA allows States to Im-
pane delivery requirements for electronic
records. Secten 10(c) has the limited pur-
pot oaenhig shot the ntae does not clr-
vumvenT or II of tits Act by impOs'
ing nonelectronic delivery methods. Thus.
proeided that the delivery methods requited
am electronic and do not require that no-
tices ad records be delivered in paper farm.
Stares retain their authority under Section
e(b)(2) of UETA to establish delivery require-

We believe that Title II of this Act sepa-
rately addresses traosferable retords by e
tablishig Ie tr taning. retaining end
providing these records electronically. This
Act places no limitation On a state's tight to
add consumer proections te transferable
revords.

Prneraieoa of Escitig Ruleiadig Author-
ity. Section 104(). This Act will affecl ce-
qiremnents lint are impOsed by Federal and
State osatuts regnletin. and .Is of la.
N one agency that Is charged with inter-
peeting its provisions; instead, under Section
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104(b), regulatory agencles that have author.- whether pa.suut to the Administrative Pro- hers of people, particularly the number
Icy to interpret other statutes may Interpret cedure Act or some other statute. Again. of children who have been wounded or
Section 101 with respect to those statutes to this wiB ensure that any challenges to suh killed by gunfire since Columbine. and
the extent of their existing interpretative regulations are resolved promptly and mini-
authority. This provision provides important mi any resulting Instability and burden, Of who are killed and wounded by gunfire

protection to both affected Industry and con- course. such regulations most satisfy the r each year in this country.

sumers. It is impossible to envision al of the quiramens of the Act All we are asking is that thejuvenile
ways in which this Act will affect mistIng I yield the floor. I suggest the ab- justice conference meet, that the Sen-
statutory requirements. This interpretative sence of a quorum. ate do its business, that they finish the
authority will allow regulatory agencies to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The business, issue their report, and thatprovide legal certainty about ,ThePRrpreNtOFICionsh
poedeegaldati y aM oeioerpetations terk will call the roll. the Congress have the courage and the
to affactod partiat. Moreover. thin authortywilgnstovoenhecfrne
"Ill allow regury agencie to take steps The assistant legislative clerk pro- willingness to vote on the conference

to address abusive electronic practice that ceeded to call the roll. report.

might arise that arm inconsistent with the Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask Until we do act, many of us on this

goaIs of their underlying noatute. For ua- unanimous consent that the order for side of the aisle-I would say the
pIe. if a brkhr were to deceive a person into the quorum call be rescinded. Democratic caucus-is prepared to read
pledging equity in their home for a loan The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the names of diose who have lost their
based on false reprdsentats about the objection, it is so ordered, lives to gun violence over the pastloans terms and conditions. the booker's ac-

tion could be challenged under any applica- year. We will continue to do so every

ble statute that prohibited such deception single day that the Senate is in ses-

and false representations, even if the con- MORNING BUSINESS sion.
soer esecuted the len documants clt Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask The following are the names of peo-
tronically and consentd to the use of the unanimous consent that the Senate ple who were killed by gunfire, 1 year
lactronic contract and records in compli- now proceed to a period of morning a today:

antewiththe tert msof this Act. Without thit s sLaonia Davis 21. Charlotte. NC
authority. predators might ague that this hone with Santo permitted ro

Act somehow Immunies the almai pra.- speak for up to 10 minutes each. Jacob B. Dodge. 24. Madison. WI; Elvin

tire. notwithstanding the underlying sttu- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without R. Dugan, 33. Oklahoma City, OK:

tory requirement, and consumers and com- objection, it is so ordered. Marcus E. Gray, 39. Chicago, IL; Dante

petitors woold have to wait fer resolution of Green. 26. Washington, DC; Dwayne
the isnue through litigation. Pate. 32, Washington, DC: Charles

I would aiso like to clarify the nature of VICTIMS OF GUN VIOLENCE Vullo, 42, Houston, TX; Brandon Wil-
the responsibility of government agencies in
Intrpreig chit hilt A the bill makes Mr. KERRY. Mr. President. it has liams, 3. HNollywood, FL: Lennox Wil-

clea, cach ageny will ho proceeding under been more than a year now since the liams, 49, Hollywood, FL; Mae William.

its preexisting rulemaking authority. so that Columbine tragedy. and still regret- 44. Hollywood. FL; Unidentified male.

regulations or guidance interpreting section tably our friends on the other side of 03. Portland, OR.
101 will be entitled to the cone drefeme the aisle refuse to act on common- I hope my colleagues will join In re-that the agercyts interpretations would mau- noennli u
ally raci. Th is ndeled by the bil sense, s bl gun legislation. I under- leasing the juvenile justice bill from

requiaments that regulations be consistent stand the divisions in the Senate and its prison and empowering the Senate

with section 101. and not add to the eqair- In the country on the issue of gum. I to do its job and to pant the juvenile

menus of that section, which restate the am certainly not unmindful of the justice bill. which will make this coun-

usual Chevro test that applies to and hmits truth to some people's assertions re- try safer for our children.

an agency's interpretation of a law it admit garding the degree to which personal I yield the floor.
istact. Giving a h agecy authority st responsibility enters into the actions
apply section 101 to the laws it administers of anybody with respect to guns.
wll ensure that this bill will b cead fEsi
bly, In accordance with the needs of each Obviously, we need to create greater DEFENS
epeaa statute to which it applies. acoontability on a personal level with OEF B APFRDPRIATIONS ADD-
An

3 
reading under which coons would respect to those actions. But common ONS, INCREASES. AND EARMARKS

apply an concal test in reviewing an agen- sense tellE every single American that Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I ask
cyt' regulations would generate a great deal there are also basic things we can do to unanimous consent that my list of add-
of litigation. creating instability and ced make this country safer for our chil- ons. increases, and earmarks to the fis-
lessly burdening he cours with tectnical dren. things we can do to keep guns out cal year 2001 Defense appropriations
deatermiontion. Lihest. bnmer e otg of the hands of our children, things we bill be printed in the REcoRD.

legal authority, and chalnges to those og- can do to make our schools safer. ways There being no objection, the mate-

ulations will proceed through the methods in which guns themselves can become rial was ordered to be printed in the
prescribed under that pesisting authority. safer. I am deeply troubled by the nu- RECORD. as follows:

DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS FOR FY 2001 ADD-ONS. INCREASES AND EARIARKS
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